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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

To provide an appropriation to the department of veterans' affairs for veterans' programs; 
and to provide for a report to the legislative management. 

Minutes: You may make reference to "attached testimony." 

Chairman Jim Kasper opened the hearing on HB 1424. 

Vice Chair Randy Boehning appeared in support of the bill. I introduced this bill on behalf 
of HeartSprings. He read some information about what they do. We need alternative 
therapy for our veterans. They served us wel l, and we need to do whatever we can to help 
them after they come back from Iraq and all the other conflicts they have been in. 

Rep. Guggisberg appeared in support of the bill. In August 2011 I met the folks of 
HeartSprings. One of the master's classes at the University of Mary did their thesis on a 
therapeutic farm program for disabled veterans. It was a very good program, well put 
together using science and statistics to prove that not only does this type of therapy work, 
but they had a business plan to go with it. Unfortunately, the farm fell through and so we 
couldn't bring that bill forward. That doesn't mean that this isn't good therapy for our 
veterans. They have been working on this for years. 

Rep. Karen Rohr Have the results of that master's thesis been published so that we can 
have access to that information? 

Rep. Guggisberg I can get you all the information I have on it. 

Lonnie Wangen, Commissioner of Veterans' Affairs for North Dakota, appeared in 
support. There are few options for our veterans with PTSD and traumatic brain injuries. 
Medication and counseling are not always effective. Veterans not wanting to take 
medication is a big issue. Some of the medications taken are for helping to sleep, anxiety, 
depression, and concentration. Many of these medications have side effects and then 
more medication is taken for the side effects. It does take sometimes months if not a year 
or two before you can find a combination of pills that can help balance your body out to 
where you are feeling normal again. Having an alternative and or complimentary 
treatments are real and crucial. Since 2001 in North Dakota there has been over 200 
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suicides from veterans. I believe anything we can do will help for at least one of these 
people is worth it. I think this organization can help a lot more than that. 

Jan Nelson, founder of HeartSprings and an occupational therapist, appeared in 
support. Attachment 1. These quick fact sheets summarized what she stated. (End 
17:12) 

Rep. Gail Mooney Is there intention to move from Fargo? 

Jan Nelson No, all of our therapists are in Fargo, but what we plan to do with part of the 
money is to travel throughout the state of North Dakota at least one weekend a month. 

Rep. Gail Mooney Outreach type? 

Jan Nelson Yes. 

Rep. Karen Rohr I am the first to realize that alternative and complimentary therapies can 
work in instances when pharmacology things don't work, but I notice it is appropriated 
$50,000 for a specific needs assessment. You indicated that you don't need a diagnosis to 
prescribe these kinds of alternative or complimentary therapies. You have to come up with 
some kind of a care plan to make sure you are appropriately treating the individual. Could 
you talk a little about that because I am concerned about the safety piece? 

Jan Nelson We would go through a personal interview and come up with a care plan that 
would be comprehensive. When we work, we look at the person holistically. In terms of 
the needs assessment, we are looking at a statewide survey to say as a veteran, would you 
come in for yoga therapy? Would you come in for laughter yoga for chronic pain 
management? I can offer everything in the world, but if they don't use it is my concern. 
That is what we want to do with it. Then can we find the funding for it outside the 
government? 

Rep. Karen Rohr Tell me a little bit more about the care of the individual. 

Jan Nelson We would do pre and post testing with them. That would not need to be 
turned into an insurance company or given to any other entity so they can remain 
essentially anonymous. Once they are done with that particular therapy or have gone 
through eight to ten weeks of yoga, we would reassess them. We would interview them 
again and see if they would like to try another form of therapy. People need to move in and 
out of therapies because things work for a while and then they might need to try something 
else. 

Rep. Gail Mooney Do you have veterans being served right now and do you have an 
estimate of the number of them? 

Jan Nelson We are small. We only work two days a week so our percentage is maybe 
one percent. Well, I shouldn't say one percent of veterans. Actually, probably half of them 
are veterans of our clientele right now. 
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Rep. Gail Mooney Could you give me a number? 

Jan Nelson We work with about 1,000 people a year. 

Rep. Marie Strinden What is your annual operating budget right now? 

Jan Nelson We are at $70,000. 

Amy Wieser Willson from West Fargo appeared in support. I serve on the board of 
directors and as a practitioner there but I first came to HeartSprings as a client. My journey 
from there to here isn't one I have ever talked about publicly, but I feel I need to share that 
today as part of the testimony and the importance of this bill. I was deployed on a 15-
month mission to Iraq which ended in 2005. By that fall I was drinking a lot, at home alone, 
would stare at the walls at home, and did the same thing at work. I rarely slept and could 
barely function. I finally realized I needed help and called the local hospital for an 
appointment and waited for two months before getting in. I was told it was not PTSD if 
nobody was shot in front of you and that I was probably depressed. A slew of medications 
were given which masked some of the symptoms, but things continued to get worse. Over 
the course of the next two years, I was diagnosed a series of chronic illnesses including 
PTSD. When I found HeartSprings, things started to change. In the subsequent years I 
have embraced more of these complimentary therapies and received training to provide 
them myself including as a registered yoga teacher for HeartSprings. I also became 
certified in trauma sensitive yoga therapy. Through the use of these complimentary 
therapies, I am now managing all of my chronic conditions without any medications. 

Chairman Jim Kasper On the budget in the bill I am concerned about the $300,000 for 
leased capital cost. What is your plan on your leased capital cost as far as what would you 
be spending those dollars on? 

Jan Nelson The place we are looking at renting is in north Fargo. It is called Cardinal 
Muench which has been sitting vacant for about three years. We are negotiating with 
Cardinal Muench right now so this may not even be this particular place. If we would get 
the funding from the state, we can then apply for different grants and then we can go to 
different private businesses within Fargo and ask for support. 

Chairman Jim Kasper If this bill were to pass, how long would this funding last? 

Jan Nelson That is a difficult one because complimentary medicine is not covered by any 
type of insurance. Anything that would be done would be covered out of pocket. Amy's out 
of pocket expenses were expensive so I think at some level we will always need some 
government undergirding for what we do. 

Chairman Jim Kasper I understand that but how long would these funds last, the $1.49 
million? 

Jan Nelson We are looking at a two year budget. 
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Rep. Marie Strinden Do you have this type of fund raising experience? Does your staff 
have training in fund raising? 

Jan Nelson We don't have a professional fundraiser on our board, but that will be 
something that we will be looking for. 

No opposition. 

Hearing was closed. 

Rep. Marie Strinden made a motion for a Do Pass. 

Vice Chair Randy Boehning seconded the motion. 

Chairman Jim Kasper It is a lot of money, but it seems to be a big hole in what the 
treatment is available for veterans and being we have a lot of money, I sort of like to spend 
money where we help the people that need the help the most. 

A roll call vote was taken and resulted in DO PASS, 12-0, 2 ABSENT. Rep. Gail Mooney 
is the carrier. 
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

Provide an appropriation to the department of veterans' affairs for veterans' programs; and 
provide for a report to the legislative management 

Minutes: You may make reference to "attached testi 

Chairman Jim Kasper opened up the meeting to take up HB 1424. 

Vice Chair Randy Boehning I would like the committee to reconsider our actions on 1424. 

There was a second. 

Rep. Marie Strinden withdrew her original motion at a later time. 

Vice Chair Randy Boehning withdrew his original second motion at a later time. 

Vice Chair Randy Boehning During the committee we acted fast and we need to get 
some more safeguards. Currently the way the bill is structured, the money goes to the 
commissioner of veterans' affairs without really any oversight. We need to get an 
amendment on that. 

A voice vote was taken and motion carried for reconsideration. 

Chairman Jim Kasper We have the bill before us for reconsideration. Vice Chair Randy 
Boehning, the bill is back to committee but  you want it held. We have to make a motion 
that we would reconsider our vote and keep the bill before the committee and will not move 
forward to the speaker of the house. 

Rep. Gail Mooney made that motion. 

Rep. Jason Dockter seconded that motion. 

Chairman Jim Kasper Now we are going to hold for reconsideration and have the bill back 
in the committee. In the emotion of what we heard, we didn't do our job as thoroughly as 
we should have. 
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Minutes: Attachment 1 

Chairman Jim Kasper: reopened the committee meeting on HB 1424. We took fast action 
on this bill and it has a big fiscal note. Rep. Boehning had asked for reconsideration. Now 
we are going to reconsider out action. 

Rep. Boehning: We had some concerns about the accountability with this. I worked with 
Legislative Council and I just got the proposed amendment. On page 1, line 14 insert any 
contract entered or grant awarded by the department of veterans' affairs under this section 
must include provisions allowing oversight and monitoring and accountability measures and 
outcome reporting regarding the use of the funds. Went over the rest of the amendment 
changes. Basically there will have to be reporting and they will have to set up a system 
with Heart Springs to figure out a way to monitor this. 

Motion to move the amendment made by Rep. Boehning; Seconded by Rep. Steiner 

Rep. Rohr: So that at the end of 2015 we will be reviewing all of these outcomes that 
would be reported to the legislative management group, correct? 

Rep. Boehning: Yes. 

Chairman Jim Kasper: They would have to make these reports quarterly during that 
period. It is always good to have some oversight on anyone who is handling new money. I 
think they like it to so if they have to change how they are handling the funds they can. 

Rep. Karls: I have an issue with this whole concept. There was no one here to testify from 
the VA. We don't know what kind of connection. Are they totally separate from the VA? 

Rep. Boehning: Jan Nelson does do some work with the VA with some of the teachings. 
The program that she is working with in Fargo is being offered only at two or three VA 
hospitals in the US. The closest one is in St. Paul and one out east. 

Chairman Jim Kasper: This is a pilot project and if you recall the testimony we heard 
some veterans are not reacting to medications; they withdraw and get into alcoholic 
situations because the medications work against each other. This is a new type of therapy. 
It is new to our area. 
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Rep. Karls: Referring to Jan Nelson. I don't know what her qualifications are. It says 
CR/L,Masters. As she spoke I thought she was a physician or a nurse or occupational 
therapist? 

Rep. Rohr: It is evidence based using these types of confidentially methods and so NIH 
has even done studies on these kinds of interventions. It is now getting down to the grass 
roots. 

Rep. Strinden: Lonnie Wangen had testified on this and he is the state guy that works with 
the veterans at Fargo. It seems like he really understands this program and works with the 
VA all the time and seemed to think this program wasn't just throwing money away. I trust 
him. 

Rep. Rohr: I think where the confusion came is when she couldn't address when she 
couldn't address the care plans for these people she was treating. If she would have given 
us more detail on how they actually take a veteran and assess them and diagnosis them 
and how do they come about with the intervention and how long do they follow them? 

Rep. Boehning: In 2011 there we 24 veterans that committed suicide in NO and we don't 
have the new ones for last year yet. If we can help a few of them it is well worth the 
money. 

Rep. Mooney: With it being a pilot program then that would be the benefit of the quarterly 
reports is not just the money, but also the ability to learn from the evidence that is brought 
forward. 

Chairman Jim Kasper: This will go to appropriations and there will be a hard look at the 
budget. 

Voice vote carried. 

Do Pass as Amended Motion Made by Rep. Rohr; Seconded by Rep. Mooney and 
rerefer to Appropriations. 

Vote: 

Closed. 

14 Yes 0 No 0 Absent Carrier: Rep. Mooney 

Attachment 2 was provided prior to the meeting. 
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P ROPOSED AMEN DMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1 424 

Page 1 ,  after line 1 4, i nsert: 

"Any contract entered or grant awarded by the department of veterans' affairs under 
this section must include provisions a llowi ng oversight and monitoring and 
accountability measures and outcome reporting regardi ng the use of the funds." 

Page 1 ,  line 1 6 , after " report" insert "q uarterly" 

Page 1 ,  li ne 17 ,  remove "by September 1 ,  20 1 4 ," 

Page 1 ,  li ne 1 8 , after "provided" insert ", including related accountability measures and 
outcomes," 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

This amendment requires the Department of Veterans' Affairs to include accountability measures, 
oversight, monitoring, and outcome reporting in the contracts and grants awarded to provide services. 
This amendment also requires the Department of Veterans' Affairs to report quarterly to the Legislative 
Management regarding outcomes and its monitoring of the contracts and grants. 

Page No. 1 
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Insert LC: 13.0705.01001 Title: 02000 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1424: Government and Veterans Affairs Committee (Rep. Kasper, Chairman) 

recommends AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends 
DO PASS and BE REREFERRED to the Appropriations Committee (14 YEAS, 
0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HB 1424 was placed on the Sixth order on 
the calendar. 

Page 1, after line 14, insert: 

"Any contract entered or grant awarded by the department of veterans' affairs under 
this section must include provisions allowing oversight and monitoring and 
accountability measures and outcome reporting regarding the use of the funds." 

Page 1, line 16, after "report" insert "quarterly" 

Page 1, line 17, remove "by September 1, 2014," 

Page 1, line 18, after "provided" insert ", including related accountability measures and 
outcomes," 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

This amendment requires the Department of Veterans' Affairs to include accountability 
measures, oversight, monitoring, and outcome reporting in the contracts and grants awarded 
to provide services. This amendment also requires the Department of Veterans' Affairs to 
report quarterly to the Legislative Management regarding outcomes and its monitoring of the 
contracts and grants. 

(1) DESK (3) COMMITTEE Page 1 h_stcomrep_24_012 
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation to the department of veterans' affairs for 
veterans' programs; and to provide for a report to the legislative management. 

Minutes: You may make reference to "attached testimony." 

Rep. Jim Kasper, District 46: Introduced the bill. 

02:35 
Chairman Delzer: Did you ask for any kind of identification of the moneys, what they'll be 
used for, how many clients, etc.? 

Rep. Randy Boehning, District 27: Presented information from Attachment 1. 

05:25 
Chairman Delzer: This would be a grant to just one person, and they would serve veterans 
for two years? 

Rep. Boehning: There would be some checks and balances; she would put a monthly bill 
into Department of Veterans' Affairs. Some larger lump sums may be required for capital 
expenditures. 

Chairman Delzer: I don't see that language in the bill. 

Rep. Boehning: I thought we had put that on here. The intent was to have a quarterly 
report to the budget section. 

Chairman Delzer: It doesn't say what happens, who makes the decision whether it's 
actually getting a return on investment. Is it strictly up to Veterans' Affairs? 

Rep. Boehning: Currently that's how we have it set up; a committee could be set up to 
monitor it if so desired. 

Chairman Delzer: Does this fit under the gifting and granting provision that we can't do 
with state tax dollars? 
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Rep. Boehning: I don't believe this would be gifting and granting. Currently, this treatment 
is not offered in NO. This is an optional treatment for PTSD; currently the individual is 
operating out of a church in Fargo. 

Chairman Delzer: Questions by the committee? Thank you. 
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

Provide an appropriation to the department of veterans' affairs for veterans' programs; and 
to provide for a report to the legislative management 

Minutes: You may make reference to "attached testimony." 

Chairman Delzer: We'll take up 1424. The policy committee provided a copy of testimony. 
See attachment 1. This bill would give $1.49 million to HeartSprings. 

Rep. Guggisberg: He gave a little history on this. Last spring Senator Flakoll and I sat in 
on a University of Mary MBA class that put a proposal together. A farmer was going to 
donate his farm for this group to have disabled veterans live on the farm and do some work 
with farming and also the other healing services they mentioned here. That farm fell 
through. Since then they have been looking at Cardinal Muench in north Fargo to see if 
they could lease or purchase that for healing services. This is the plan they are onto now. 
I know the fiscal note is kind of scary. It is broad because it does include family members, 
because they are affected too. He mentioned about a young lady who had PTSD and was 
a part of this program. 

(04:45) 
Chairman Delzer: Does that young lady stay on this all the time? 

Rep. Guggisberg: I wasn't there for the testimony, but she now teaches at HeartSprings. 

Chairman Delzer: She would be full time doing it and being part of it by sharing that with 
others. 

Rep. Grande: I attended a seminar dealing with women veterans and their issues. The 
first time was talking about programs nationwide. The next time was bringing back people 
that were involved in those programs. If you could see the before and after pictures of 
when people come off of these pages of medication, it is miraculous. It gets them out of a 
drug state and into a nutritional state. This is not ongoing per se. You get yourselves 
cleansed and they get back on track and are fulltime employed and back in society. If we 
could even move this to a pilot program, it could be very beneficial for PTS and TBI. 
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(08:00) 
Rep. Skarphol: I get the impression this is already being done, at least in Fargo. Is this 
intended to be a more adequate facility and is that our responsibility? 

Chairman Delzer: When you read the bill, it is basically buying the thing and when you do 
the information, there is really nothing about where they are going or whatever. 

Rep. Grande: It is a very small program currently being run out of a church basement. 
They would like to expand it because she is seeing good results. The VA is interested in 
this, but there is not the coordination needed at this point because the national VA is not 
recognizing the issue. 

Rep. Pollert: In the Fargo area, there is a SE human service center. Don't they offer 
these services? 

Chairman Delzer: I know there is money in the human service budget for that. Whether 
these people are trying to take any advantage of that or whether they could ask for financial 
help to pay a fee to this, I'm not sure it's proper for us to get in the middle of this. 

Rep. Monson: To me it starts off talking about the military personnel and their families, and 
then it says anybody. 

Chairman Delzer: That's what it says. 

Rep. Brandenburg: I see the note that HeartSprings would work with the department of 
veterans' affairs. What happens if she decides she want to do something else? 

Chairman Delzer: I don't believe this came from the VA. 

Rep. Guggisberg: I do know the ACOVA are supportive of it. 

Rep. Brandenburg: I'm concerned where it will go without some agency in charge of it. 

Chairman Delzer: One of the problems is the history of the VA handling things has not 
been good. 

Rep. Kempenich: This is a business model. We are funding a business. I don't think we 
can start the business of it. 

Rep. Wieland: I too visited with this lady in the testimony, and she is a very sincere 
individual, and now that I have read the bill a little closer, I am disappointed. I thought that 
there would at least be some matching requirements in here. We are talking about a 
building that they want to purchase. I am thinking that the asking price is somewhere 
between $3-$5 million. That is a huge piece of property that will require a lot of remodeling 
and maintenance. I had advised her to try to get a fundraising thing going, and I don't see 
anything in here about any kind of participation. 

Rep. Streyle: These might be all good programs, but we can't be all things to all people. 
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Rep. Skarphol: I'm not saying it's not a good program, but it seems if we want to do 
something about this as government, we should be directing the department of human 
services to take on these types of therapies within their centers that we already have 
located across the state. If we want to move forward with this one, we better plan on an 
appropriation seven times as large and put one in each of the other seven regional centers 
out there. 

Rep. Grande: I agree with Rep. Wieland on this. My name is on this, but this is not the bill 
I had intended to see, and this is not the dollar amount I had. I think Rep. Guggisberg 
would agree with me. Is this something that could be studied and worked on? I don't want 
to see the ideas going away for the alternatives. 

Chairman Delzer: We could change the bill to a management study of alternative 
methods and better ways of delivering them. 

Rep. Kempenich: I think it would be nontraditional medicine. 

Rep. Glassheim: I was going to propose an amendment to keep some money in it. 

Chairman Delzer: We'll have legislative council work up the language on a study. 

Rep. Hawken: As more women are in the military, there are the alternative kinds of things 
that may work better, not that this wouldn't work for a man as well. We haven't addressed 
that and that is a national problem. Looking at it would certainly be timely. 

Chairman Delzer: We'll break for today. The committee is adjourned. 
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D Conference Committee 

Committee Clerk Signature � �"'-'-h�� 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

Provide an appropriation to the department of veterans' affairs for veterans' programs; and 
provide for a report to the legislative management. 

Minutes: You may make reference to "attached t 

Chairman Delzer We have an amendment .02001 which was handed out. The other day 
we dealt with this bill and pretty much said what we wanted to do was to turn it into a study. 
They went over the amendment. 

Rep. Grande made a motion to adopt the amendment. 

Rep. Brandenburg seconded the motion. 

Voice vote was taken and motion carried to adopt the amendment. 

Rep. Guggisberg offered an additional amendment. They have studied this. To go along 
with this study, they also need to do a pilot project just to see how it works. He made a 
motion to further amend to add $200,000 for a pilot project through the department of 
veterans' affairs. 

Rep. Glassheim seconded. 

Rep. Bellew Who is "they?" 

Rep. Guggisberg It is the HeartSprings organization. They worked through University of 
Mary and did a comprehensive master's project on this. I know we are hesitant enough not 
to spend $1.5 million on it. In their testimony they said it cost about $10,000 a year for 
treatment. Over two years they could try it on 20 veterans, and if it works, then they can 
come back next session. 

Chairman Delzer They are already doing this, are they not, so what does a pilot program 
do other than fund? 
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Rep. Guggisberg They are only doing it with a few, with a lot of volunteers, and to get to 
the point they want to get to, they need some funds. 

Chairman Delzer The legislative assembly knows very little about it. 

Rep. Skarphol How long have they been doing this? I realize that we are to deal with the 
money, so we didn't hear the policy aspect of it and you wonder how much was made 
available in the policy committees to substantiate the positive effects of it. 

Rep. Guggisberg I think they have been working with PTSD veterans for about a year or 
so. 

Chairman Delzer This is open to everyone but we are calling it a veterans' bill. 

Rep. Wieland Are there any other organizations doing this work that might qualify? 

Chairman Delzer I'm sure they'd have to do an RFP. They would have to do the normal 
procurement procedures, and I couldn't tell you whether anybody else put in for it or not. 

A voice vote was taken and the motion fails to further amend. 

Rep. Skarphol made a motion for a Do Pass as amended. 

Rep. Grande seconded. 

A roll call vote was taken and resulted in DO PASS AS AMENDED, 15-5, 2 ABSENT. 
Rep. Wieland is the carrier. 
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Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for ��.:;_ s/ L3 
House Appropriations Committee 

February 25, 2013 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1424 

Page 1, line 1, remove "an appropriation to the department of veterans' affairs for veterans"' 

Page 1, line 2, replace "programs; and to provide for a report to the legislative management" 
with "for a legislative management study of the feasibility and desirability of 
participating in the provision of nontraditional healing therapies for posttraumatic 
stress, traumatic brain injury, and other neurological conditions for North Dakota 
veterans and their families" 

Page 1, replace lines 4 through 21 with: 

"SECTION 1. LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT STUDY- NONTRADITIONAL 
THERAPIES FOR POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS, TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY, AND 
OTHER NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS. During the 2013-14 interim, the legislative 
management shall consider studying the feasibility and desirability of participating in 
the provision of nontraditional healing therapies, including massage, healing touch, 
reflexology, stress management, yoga, and hyperbaric chamber treatments, for North 
Dakota veterans, military personnel, and their families. If conducted, the study must 
also gather information regarding the needs of women veterans. The legislative 
management shall report its findings and recommendations, together with any 
legislation to implement the recommendations, to the sixty-fourth legislative assembly." 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 
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Module ID: h_stcomrep_35_013 
Carrier: Wieland 

Insert LC: 13.0705.02001 Title: 03000 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMIITEE 
HB 1424, as engrossed: Appropriations Committee (Rep. Delzer, Chairman) 

recommends AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends 
DO PASS (15 YEAS, 5 NAYS, 2 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). Engrossed HB 1424 
was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 1, remove "an appropriation to the department of veterans' affairs for veterans"' 

Page 1, line 2, replace "programs; and to provide for a report to the legislative management" 
with "for a legislative management study of the feasibility and desirability of 
participating in the provision of nontraditional healing therapies for posttraumatic 
stress, traumatic brain injury, and other neurological conditions for North Dakota 
veterans and their families" 

Page 1, replace lines 4 through 21 with: 

"SECTION 1. LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT STUDY- NONTRADITIONAL 
THERAPIES FOR POSITRAUMATIC STRESS, TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY, 
AND OTHER NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS. During the 2013-14 interim, the 
legislative management shall consider studying the feasibility and desirability of 
participating in the provision of nontraditional healing therapies, including massage, 
healing touch, reflexology, stress management, yoga, and hyperbaric chamber 
treatments, for North Dakota veterans, military personnel, and their families. If 
conducted, the study must also gather information regarding the needs of women 
veterans. The legislative management shall report its findings and recommendations, 
together with any legislation to implement the recommendations, to the sixty-fourth 
legislative assembly." 

Renumber accordingly 

(1) DESK (3) COMMITTEE Page 1 h_stcomrep_35_013 
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Red River Room, State Capitol 
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D Conference Committee 

Committee Clerk Signature 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

To provide for a legislative management study of the feasibility and desirability or 
participating in the provision of nontraditional healing therapies of posttraumatic stress; 
traumatic brain injury; and other neurological conditions for North Dakota veterans and their 
families. 

Minutes: "Attached testimony." 

Vice Chairman Larsen opens the public hearing. 

Rep. Boehning introduces HB 1424 a bill for alternative therapies for veterans. Discusses 
about Veteran Administration Hospitals and alternative therapies for veterans. Senator 
Dever asks about HB 1424 amendments and versions of HB 1424. Senator Dever asks if 
there is federal funding for the alternative therapies. 

Rep. Guggisberg. Explains to the committee why HB 1424 was introduced this session. 
Senator Axness asks about what happened in House Appropriations. Senator Anderson 
asks about previous amendments. Vice Chairman Larsen asks about NDSU and teaming 
up. Senator Dever asks for clarification on previous amendments. Vice Chairman Larsen 
asks if this FDA approved program. 

Jan Nelson Executive Director with Heart Springs. Ms. Nelson explains Heart Springs 
center and the programs they provide for veterans with PTSD. See attachment # 1. Vice 
Chairman Larsen asks the percentage of veterans coming home from Iraq and 
Afghanistan have PTSD. Senator Axness asks about the Suicide rate for veterans in 
North Dakota that have returned from Iraq and Afghanistan, and discusses the success 
rate of the program. Senator Dever asks about the VA in Fargo, ND, and asks about 
hyperbaric chamber. Senator Anderson discusses about case studies and controlled 
studies. Senator Dever asks about other services of Heart Springs and insurance 
reimbursement. Jan Nelson provided additional information. See attachment #3, #4,#5 
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John Jacobsen a member of the legislative Committee of the North Dakota Veterans 
Coordinating Council. Testifies in favor of HB 1424, as originally introduced. See 
attachment # 2  

Lt. Col. French behalf of the Nation Guard, testifies neutral for H B  1424. Lt. Col. French 
explains what happened to those that came home for Operation Iraq Freedom, and the VA 
systems. Lt. Col. French share's personal experiences that happened with her while 
serving Operation Iraq Freedom. Senator Axness asks about the regional outreach 
services. Senator Dever asks about services that are available and are they enough. 
Senator Dever asks if we are reaching active duty members through the military services 
centers. 

There is no other testimony 

Vice Chairman Larsen closes the public hearing. 

Senator Anderson Talks about HB 1424 not being just for a specific program. Not 
opposed to the study. 

There is a discussion how to study the treatments. 

Senator Axness discusses outreach programs. 

Senator Dever discusses other programs for veterans around the state. Discuses 
deployments on the Service Member and their Spouse. 

There is a discussion about Veterans Affairs and Heart Springs working together. 

Senator Anderson motions for a do pass 

Senator Axness seconds 

Senator Axness shares that he hopes get some attention, supports the sturdy. 

Senator Dever talks about another study of veteran's benefits and possibly these can be 
combined. 

Do Pass 4-0-1 (Chairwoman J. lee absent) 

Senator Dever will carry 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1424, as reengrossed: Human Services Committee (Sen. J. Lee, Chairman) 

recommends DO PASS (4 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 1 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). 
Reengrossed HB 1 424 was placed on the Fourteenth order on the calendar. 
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Quick Fact Sheet 2013:  vf Y� 

HeartSprings Com m u n ity Heal ing Center 

M iss io n :  A Center fo r H ea lth,  Ho pe, a nd H ea l i n g  for A LL. 

O rga n izat io n H e a rtSpr' ings, LLC i s  a 501 (c )  3 P u b l ic C h a rity 
Type :  

Locatio n :  2010 N E l m St . ,  Fa rgo, N D  58102 
Phone :  #701-261-3 142 
www. hea rtspri ngscenter .com 

Fo u nded :  

F u n d i ng :  

Vis i on :  

P h i l osophy:  

Board of 
D i recto rs : 

www. face book. co m/H ea rtSp ri ngsCe n te r 

2007 wit h i n  the  state of N D, offic ia l sta rt- u p  
·Februa ry 2008, P u b l ic Cha rity J a n u a ry 2010 

G ra nts, p rivate pay,. a n d  don at ions  

O u r  vis ion  is  to create a space wh�re i n d iv id u a l s  
ca n co me- to b e  re-newed, re-co n n ected ,  a n d re-, 
b a l a n ced . 

We be l ieve hea l i ng is a p rocess  a nd .t h a t  the  
Sp i rit of  L.ove p rovides l ife-g ivi ng pract ices, 
n u rtu r ing peop le  a nd expe r ien ces, so that  
i n d ivid u a l.s o n  the i r  jou rney ca n deve l o p  
who l ist ica l ly rn body, sou l ,  a nd sp i rit  . 

. · ; ,  ' 

Cheryl B i l l e r, Rea ltor, P (es ident 
C indy La rson-Casse lto� , P h D  Com m u n icat ions  Professo r 

Concord i a  Co l l ege, Vice-Pres ident  .. .: 
J ean  B lo n iga n, P h D, CPA, ass ista nt vice p res ident  fo r 



Serv ice 
Area : 

Staff: 

Spec i a l i z e  i n :  

The ra p i e s :  

Resea rch 
Based : 

J o i nt 
P rogra m m i ng 
& N etyvo �k ing 

l nfqqn_at ion Tech no lqg.y { IJ) Serv ices at N orth 
Da �qta . .S. !ate U n ive.�sjty ' , Tr.ea s u ;re r 

Amy Wieser-Wi l l son ,  N G  Co m m u n i cat ions  s peci a l is t  & 

. . . , X?�,� .t.h ��� .p ist, Secreta �y 
- 1,; • � ,;,) • . . ·1.-\.,.' ' • . 

Den n i s  Seeb, CPA, m e m ber 
F?e n ny_ .� .i � P i.�ger,�:.�Y�te t"Ds R�q ��� /J5JJ  CC?9 rd i niat? r-\{� . 

. . ., �- I - � ..,.,. ' . ., t I ' • . .  .... • 

Hea lthca re System, m e m be r  
Ang ie  Ch rist i a nson ,  N G  soc ia l  wo rke r, co n s u lt i ng  

M e m b e r  

Fa rgo/M oorh ead M et ropo l ita n Area a n d  State of N D  

J a n  N e lson,  OTR/L, MA, Execut ive D i recto r, She i l a  
' . 

Le ie r, · boo kke�per, Gwe n .F ra ase, . RN ,  B a rb a ra Ed i n , PT 
. - • I •-· 

a nd 7 contra Ctors 

Regio n a l  ch ro n i c  i l l n esses such as  Pa rk inson 's  d i sease, 
m u lt i p l e  sc l e rosjs ,  c;3 l zhe i mer' s  a n d  st roke .  And,  

t • , I 

con d it ions  of g u r  t ime s u ch as,  g e p ress ion ,  a nx iety, 
t ra u mat ic  b ra i n  i nj u r ies  (s ignat�re ·wow n d  of ou r l a test 
wa rs ) a n d  post-t ra u m at ic  stress d i sord-� r  

Ev iderced- qa?�d- med ic i ne  a �d :�o m p l e me nta ry a n d  
Altern at iv'e M ed ic i ne  (CAM ) o r  I ntegrat ive 
Med ici n e  

. . .. 

Cont i n u a l_ ly seek  to p rovide the })est ca re to o u r  c l i ents 
' - ' . . . '·' -..) ' : . : ·�· .. ' 

t h rough act ive resea rch (two cu rre nt p i l ot st u d i e s  
sta _rt i ng  i n  ryl a r.�h 2013)  

Fa rgo Veter:a �s �·ea f t hca re Syste m, N at io n a l  MS  
Society, N a_t ion a f ) D Fo u ndat ion ,  St ruthe r' s  P D, 

' ; .• l 

Sa nfC?rd N e u ro l ogy Center, �o�e r M a ri s  & 
Essent ia  Ca n ce r  Centers, Al z h e i m e r' s  Assoc . . . . . .  



Quick Fact Sheet 2013:  
HeartSprings Community Healing Center: Veterans 

Mission: A Center for Health, Hope, and Healing for ALL. 

Vision: To create a place for ALL service members who have 
served in any war, in any branch of the service who are 
finding it difficult to cope AND travel to points across  
the state to bring wellness tools to re-new, re-connect, 
and re-balance. 

Why Veterans? Rates of service members returning home with PTSD 
and TBI are at an all-time high and are proj ected 
to increase. 

ND has the highest percentage of Veterans p er capita. 
Twenty percent of these Veterans have diagnosable 

issues after one tour of duty and this figure 
triples after a second tour. 

From the ND National Guard alone, more than 5 ,600 
have mobilized in the past decade, having served 
on at least one to as many as 1 5  missions. 

ND has the highest suicide rate among veterans than 
any other state in the nation, with 1 7  4 suicides 
since 200 1 

Studies have estimated as many as 30 percent of 
Vietnam War Veterans and 1 0  percent of Gulf 
War Veterans developed PTSD at some point 
after the war. Some Vietnam Veterans are re
experiencing their PTSD symptoms as they retire 
and chronic i llnesses such as Parkinson' s  disease 
have been linked to Agent Orange. 

Combat veterans suffer a more severe form of PTSD 
than civilian's .  

Sleep disturbances are a common complaint in 9 out of  
10 soldiers 

Substance abuse and divorce are common among the 
veteran population. 

Exposures to blasts are a leading cause of TBI among 
active duty military personnel in war zones . 

Veterans' advocates believe that between 1 0  and 20% 



Why 
HemiSprings? 

Why 1 .5 ?  

o f  Iraq veterans, or 1 50,00Q and 300,000 service 
membe!s have some level of TBI .  

30% of soldiers admitted to Walter Reed Army Medical 
Center have been diagnosed as having had a TBI. 

We are pmfessionally trained in our fields of physical, 
oc.cupational, massage, ·music, and yoga therapies; 
nursing,. couRseling, a,nd ·chaplaincy 

We use .science as our core: neuro-protection, neuroplasticity, 
psychoneuroimmunology, psychophysiology and 

nutrition science in particular 
We use .. evidenced1based medicine 
We understand that the mind affects the body and the 

body affects the mind. The whole human being 
needs to be taken into consideration · 

We offer alternatives to talk therapy & pills because not 
everyone is created the .same . . We believe each 
person is  an individual and needs to be treated as 
such ! 

Not everyone wants a diagnosis. We don't need a 
diagnosis to work with someone 

We us� cutting edge therapies ; meaning the newest 
and best in brain science 

$900,000 includes seeing 40 p�ople the first year and 60 people 
the second year for therapies; purchase of therapy 
equjpment, supplies, and training 

$240,000 ip.cludes outreach into veteran dense populations such 
as Minot, Valley .City, Bismarck, and Devil ' s  Lake 
(though Grafton would like us to use their space) ; 
includes sending two therapists one weekend a month 

$50,000 includes an assessment of veteran' s  needs, best 
delivery system, survey of duplication of other services, 
funding .atmosphere, and community leader support 

$300,000 includes lease of building & insurance 



Quick Fact Sheet 2013:  
HeartSprings Community Heal ing Center :  

Futu re Veterans Wel lness Center & Transit iona l  Site 

M iss i o n : 

Vis i o n :  

Locat i o n :  

S e rvice 

Area : 

Why a 

W e l l  n ess 

Center? 

Seve n Keys 

To H ea l i ng :  

Why 

Res i d e nt i a l ?  

A Center fo r H ea lth ,  H o p e, a n d  H ea l i ng fo r ALL. 

To create a center  fo r ALL vetera n s, a ctive d u ty service 

m em be rs, their fami l ies, a n d  co m m u n ity m e m b e rs to 

e ngage in h e a l i n g  a n d  w e l l n ess .  

To b e  d ete r m i n ed 

Fa rgo/ M o o r h e a d  M etro p o l it a n  Area,  State of N D  a n d  

western M N  

Yo u n g  Vete ra n s  a re often re l u cta nt t o  go i nto t h e  VA 

fo r p rofess i o n a l  s e rvices 

A p l ace is  needed fo r serv ice m e m b e rs a n d  t h e i r  

fa m i l i es to l e a rn we l l n ess too l s  TOG ETH E R !  

Exercise"'N utr it i o n "'Stress M a nage m e nt 

"' P syc h o l og ica l/E m oti o n a l  Wo rk"' M ea n i n gfu l Work  

S p i r it u a l ity"' Co m m u n ity 

A p l ace fo r fa m i l ies  to stay w h i l e  v is it ing t h e  VA 

A p l a ce fo r fa m i l ies  to u s e  fo r re-creat i o n a l  p u rposes 

A p l ace fo r weeken d, wee k l y  o r  m o nt h ly l e a r n i n g  a n d  

we l l n ess p rogra ms 

A p l ace fo r gard e n  p rogra m m i ng to teach fa m i l i es h ow 

to ga rd e n  & coo k  to ta ke ca re of t h e i r  b r a i n s  

A p l a ce fo r th ose w h o  n e e d  a tra n s it i o n a l res i d e n ce t o  

h e a l  befo re t h ey ca n m ove i nto fu n ct i o n a l  

e m p l oy m e n t  especia l ly aft e r  a trau m atic  h e a d  

i nj u ry/co n cu ss i o n  o r  PTS D 
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Title. 

Prepared by the Leg islative Counci l  staff for 
Representative Boehning 

February 7 ,  201 3 

P ROPOSED AM ENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1 424 

Page 1 ,  after l ine 1 4, insert: 

"Any contract entered or grant awarded by the department of veterans' affairs under 
this section must include provisions al lowing oversight and monitoring and 
accountabi l ity measures and outcome reporting regarding the use of the funds." 

Page 1 ,  l ine 1 6 , after "report" insert "quarterly" 

Page 1 ,  l ine 1 7 , remove "by September 1 ,  20 1 4,"  

Page 1 ,  l ine 1 8, after "provided" insert " ,  including related accountabi l ity measures and 
outcomes," 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

This amendment requires the Department of Veterans' Affairs to include accountability measures, 
oversight, monitoring, and outcome reporting in the contracts and grants awarded to provide services. 
This amendment also requires the Department of Veterans' Affairs to report quarterly to the Legislative 
Management regarding outcomes and its monitoring of the contracts and grants . 

Page No. 1 



We have pulled the bill back i nto committee for some further work, this is not 
unusual, we had some accountabil ity concerns with it and how the bills would be 
processed and how the rental agreement would need to be handled. 

HeartSprings is currently pursuing a lease agreement for the Cardinal  M uench Seminary space 
in North Fargo for $100,000 per year to develop a Veterans' Family Wei/ness Center, which we 
are hopeful,  would include some necessary lease holder improvements. The additional $50,000 
per year would be used for other leased capital costs including day-to-day maintenance of the 
facility. Plan B: If Cardinal Muench does not work, for some reason, we are working with a 
realtor who wi l l  help us find the space we need to work with our clients. Again,  we would keep 
within the budget. 

The bi l ls would be processed by HeartSprings. HeartSprings would work with the Department 
of Veterans' Affairs to develop a reimbursement structure that best meets the needs of both 
entities; in this manner, the appropriation to the Department of Veterans' Affairs would be fu l ly 
tracked . 

Another request is we have a request to as how many clients you will be serving, 
basically we would l ike a number break down as to how your reached your numbers 
and how it will be all implemented this will be also needed for when it goes to the 
appropriation committee. Is there meals and lodging in the bill as well? I would 
need this information as soon as possible, because I need to get amendments 
drafted and passed back out of committee. 

Our initial planning cal ls  for a $5,000 per year a l lotment for each person served. In the 
first year, HeartSprings estimates that 60 individuals wou ld be served, which equates to 
$300,000 ($5,000/person mu ltipl ied by 60 people). In the second year, HeartSprings 
estimates that 120 i ndividuals would be served, which equates to $600,000 
($5,000/person multiplied by 1 20 people) . The moneys are to develop individually 
designed programming for each person up to $5,000 each as wel l  as to purchase the 
therapy equipment, suppl ies, and tra in ing necessary to del iver those therapeutic 
programs. 

Our in itia l  planning for regional outreach services would include the travel expenses of 
the HeartSprings practitioners (meals and lodging are incl uded in  this estimate).  

Related to other meal and lodging expenses, the moneys may be used to cover some 
meals (for example, a noon lunch for each person may be served), but does not include 
lodging expenses. 
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We have pulled the bill back into committee for some further work, this is not 
u nusual, we had some accountabil ity concerns with it and how the bills would be 
processed and how the rental agreement would need to be handled. 

HeartSprings is currently pursuing a lease agreement for the Cardinal  M uench Seminary space 
in North Fargo for $ 100,000 per year to develop a Veterans' Family Wei/ness Center, which we 
are hopeful, would include some necessary lease holder improvements. The additional $50,000 
per year would be used for other leased capital costs including day-to-day maintenance of the 
facil ity. Plan B: If Cardinal Muench does not work, for some reason, we a re working with a 
realtor who wi l l  help us find the space we need to work with our clients. Again,  we would keep 
within the budget. 

The bi l ls would be processed by HeartSprings. HeartSprings would work with the Department 
of Veterans' Affairs to develop a reimbursement structure that best meets the needs of both 
entities; in this manner, the appropriation to the Department of Veterans' Affairs would be fu l ly 
tracked . 

Another request is we have a request to as how many clients you will be serving, 
basically we would l ike a number break down as to how your reached your numbers 
and how it will be all implemented this will be also needed for when it goes to the 
a ppropriation committee. Is there meals and lodging in the bill as well? I would 
need this information as soon as possible, because I need to get a mendments 
d rafted and passed back out of committee. 

Our in itia l  plann ing cal ls  for a $5,000 per year a l lotment for each person served. In the 
first year, HeartSprings estimates that 60 individua ls would be served, which equates to 
$300,000 ($5,000/person mu ltipl ied by 60 people) .  In the second year, Hea rtSprings 
estimates that 1 20 individ uals would be served, which equates to $600,000 
($5,000/person m ulti pl ied by 120 people).  The moneys are to develop individually 
designed programming for each person up to $5,000 each as well as to purchase the 
therapy equipment, supplies, and tra ining necessary to del iver those therapeutic 
programs. 

Our in itial plann ing for regional outreach services would include the travel expenses of 
the HeartSprings practitioners (meals and lodging are included in  this estimate) .  

Related to other meal and lodging expenses, the moneys may be used to cover some 
mea ls (for example, a noon lunch for each person may be served),  but does not include 
lodging expenses. 
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8�"'Quick Fact Sheet 2013 : 
HeartSprings Commun ity Hea l ing Center 

A Center fo r Hea lth, Hope, and Hea l ing for ALL .  

HeartSpri ngs, LLC is  a 501 (c )  3 Pu b l ic Cha rity 

2010 N E lm  St, Fa rgo, N O  5_8}02 . 
Phone :  #701-261-3 142 

· 

www.hea rtspringscenter.com 
·wwwJacebook,com/He-� rtS()ri'ngs Cente r 

2007 with i n  the state ot 'N D� offici a l  sta rt-u p 
• f' . 

• 

' ; . � . •· ," j I '•; 
• ... :. ' . :-_ Febru a ry 2008, PUb l ic  Cha rity Ja n ua ry 2010 . . ,... .  ·· : . . 

Grants, p rivate pay, and donations  
' :· ! '. , :. . 

. 
·. '· 

Our  vis ion i s  to create a s pace where i nd iv id u a ls 
ca n come to be re-newed, re-con nected, a nd re
ba la nced .  

�e be l ieve hea l i ng i s  a process and that the  Sp i rit of  Love 
provides l ife-givi ng �ractices, n u rt u ri ng peop le  and  
experiences, so  that i nd ivid ua l s  on  the i r  jou rney ca n deve lop 
whol istica l ly i n  body, sou l, and  sp i rit . 

Chery l  B i l l e r, Rea ltor, P res ident 
Ci ndy La rson-Casse lton, P hD  Commun icat ions  Professor 

Concord ia Col lege, Vice-Pres ident 
Jean Ostrom B lon igen, P hD, CPA, a ss ista nt vice president fo r 

I nfo rmation Techno logy ( IT) Services at  North 
Da kota State Un ivers ity, Treasure r  

Amy Wiese r-Wi l lson, NG Commun ications specia l i st & 
yoga thera pist, Secreta ry 
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Why 
HeartSprings? 

Why a paid 
study? 

mind body medicine. 
PTSD treatment is not broad enough because there are issues of 

sleep d1sordets; substance abuse or. chronic pain that are 
not addressed,; with PTSD therapy alone.t. :· • · ,_, 

Combat veterans suffer a more severe form of PTSD 
· than: civilian? s . ; ; , · 

Sleep disturbances are a common complaint in 9 out of 
.- }0·-soldiers .. : . - - . · , · -; . _ . .  · , . 

Substance abuse arid divorce are com.nlon·among the 
· veteran.population. · _ . . , 

Exposures to blasts are. a leading cause of:TBI among 
active duty military personnel in war zones. And, TBI' s  
COJ.1lplicate. PTSD. 

Veterans' advocates believe that between 1 0-20% 
of Iraq veterans, or 1 50,000 and 300,000 service 
members have some level of TBI. 

30% of soldiers admitted to Walter Reed Army Medical 
Center have been. diagno.sed as ;having had a TBI. 

-·· , ' ( , 
· .� · . .... 

We are professionally trained.-in our fields of physical, 
occupational, massage; music;-.:and yoga therapies; 
nursing, counseling, and chaplaincy 

. We us� sciep:ce· as "Our core: �. neliro,...protectioil, neuropl asticity, 
psychoneuroimmunology, psychophysiology and 

nutrition science in particular • .  

We use :evidenced-based_medicine 
We understand �hat. the mind · affects the body and the 

body,· affects the mind:, ·The whole human being 
· needs� t0 be taken into consideration 

We offer alternatives to talk therapy & pills because not 
everyone is created the same. We believe each 
person is ari individual and needs to be treated as 
such! 

Not everyone wants a d}agnosis. We don't need a 
diagnosis to work with someone 

We use cutting edge therapies; meaning the newest 
and best in brain science 

$ 1 00,000 state-wide veteran/family survey 
$42,000 for a TBI pilot study [See attached sheets] 



Miss io n :  

Vis i o n :  
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Serv ice 
Area :  

Why a 
We l l  ness 
Center? 

E ight Keys 
To Hea l i ng: 

Why 
Res i dentia l ?  

Q[l;p . " C :r'IY/f!J Quick Fact Sheet 2013 : 
HeartSprings Commu nity Heal ing Center: 

Future Veterans Family Wei/ness Center, and Community 
Day Program & Transitional Residence 

A Cente r fo r Hea lth ,  Hope, and  Hea l i ng for A LL. 

To create a cente r fo r ALL vete rans, active d uty service 
members, their famil ies, and  commun ity members to 
engage i n  hea l ing and  we l l ness .  

To be d etermined 

Fargo/Moo rhead Metropo l ita n Area, State of  N D, weste rn  
MN a nd northeaste rn S D  (same service a rea  as VA) 

You ng Vetera ns a re often re l u cta nt to go i nto the VA 
fo r p rofess iona l  services 

A p lace i s  needed for service members a nd t h e i r  
fa m i l ies to learn we l l ness tools TOG ETH ER !  

Exercise/Movement"'N utrition"'Stress M a nagement 
"'Psycho logica l/Em otiona l  Work"' Mean i ngfu I Work 
Sp i ritu a l ity"' Comm unity"'Be l iefs 

A p lace for fami l i es  to stay wh i l e  vis iti ng the VA 
A p lace for fami l i es  to use for re-creat iona l p u rposes 
A p lace for weeke nd, weekly o r  month ly l ea r n i ng a nd 

we l l ness programs 
A p lace for ga rden  programm ing to teach fam i l ies how 

to ga rden & cook to ta ke care of the i r  b ra i n s  
A p lace for those who  need a tra nsit iona l  res idence to 

hea l  before they can move i nto fu nctiona l  
emp loyment especia l ly after a tra uma tic  head 
i nj u ry/concuss ion or PTSD 



Yoga Now Standard Treatment for Vets with PTSD 

US soldiers participating i.ri the Yoga For Veterans program. (Photo': Give Back Yoga 
Foundation) 

Yoga's not usually the first thing that springs to mind when thinking about treatment for post 
traumatic stress disorder in veterans. But from the Veterans Administration to the Pentagon, 
yoga classes are b ecoming not just commonplace, but in some rehabilitation programs 
mandatory. 

One of the places in the forefront of change is the Newington Yoga Center, in Newington, 
Connecticut. 

About 20 veterans train to become yoga teachers. Suzanne Manafo,rt of the Veterans Yoga 
Project, said what began as a small project has burgeoned into programs across the country. 
Manafort taught yoga for years before using it as a treatment for PTSD. She said she had no idea 
she might need to make adjustments to her teaching, until she made mistakes. 



"Touching is a mistake. In yoga classes we tousP. all the tin�e, But to somebody whose been 
sexually assaulted:.thatl s a huge :violation .. yY�g pehind'-�hi is .::9; h'ilge 1lli,staky because it;, ,.· 1 
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feels like they have bpay attention to what' s going on in the room instead of just practicing their 
yoga practice," Manafort said.  
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Lt. Col Melinda Morgan deployed right after 9-1 1 and started teaching yoga to those who had 
served and those whcrwere preparing' to ·go:to 'Afghanistan. · 

"So I started teaching veterans 1 0  years ago and one of those veterans that I taught became an 
instructor hirils'elf. And so in 2007 when he·'w'as in Iraq· and I was in another Iocation; he wrttes 
me a note thafsaid, ' I  have to teach yoga an'd I don't think I can: ; ·  s·o I'm like, 'yes yciu can. ' I 
wrote it down all ofthe poses, emailed it to him and help�C:Hrim on his· wciy io become a certified 
teacher," Morgan said. 

Today, Morgan teaches at the Pentagon, and she said classes once sparsely attended are now full 
every day. But despite an increased demand for yoga paired with a growing number of 
alternative treatment programs in the military and the VA, there' s  scant hard science about why 
yoga or mostofthe other alternative programs ilork: · 

· · 

Yoga instructor Dan Libby hopes the government does some studies soon, because Yvithout Itlore 
data, returning troops won't take the programs seriously. · · · ' 



Hea rtSpr i ngs s poke with Ca ro l  Sch lossman, owner of " I ns ight i nto Action" .  M rs .  
Sch lossman  has a n  M BA and works with Dor i s  He rtsgaa rd and  Ka ren Rob i nson 
both of whom have the i r  PhD's .  Ka ren Robinson w i l l  not be ava i l a b le fo r our  
project d ue  to  he r  c u rrent work with Essentia and  Sa nford . 

An i n it ia l conve rsat ion with Ca ro l Sch lossman  ind icates the fo l low ing costs 
i nvo lved i n  do ing  a state-wide su rvey: 

The resea rch wou l d  cons ist of comp i l i ng and  report i ng  the seconda ry resea rch 
su pporti ng o u r  vis i on  a nd  admin istrating a long with two sepa rate questionna i res, 
one ta rget ing fa m i l ies  a nd the other  ta rget ing the vetera ns .  E a c h  q uestionna i re 
wou ld not be m ore tha n 20 questions, with a m ix of demograph i cs and  need
based q uestions .  

Cost : 
$125/hour  
150 hou rs per  each  20 q uestion 
100 hours to w rite u p  research if i t  is a l ready docu mented 
40 hou rs of des ign 
20 hours of a dm i n i st rat ive of de l ive ry i ncl ud i ng  post ca rds, on-l i n e  and  h a rd copy 
question na i res  
40 hours a na lys is  
40 hours of write u p  
10 hours fo r p resentatio n  (speech/powerpo i nt) 
100 hou rs seconda ry research write u p  
Tota l hou rs $62,500 

Add it iona l costs :  $800 s u rvey too l ;  money fo r postca rds, pri nti ng, lette rhead ,  
stamps, etc. "'$4,000; Hea rtSpr ings staff t ime i n  work ing on s u rvey tea m  and with 
vete ra ns fa m i l ies  "'250 hou rs X $75/hr .  ($18,750); m oney for webs ite for 
HeartSp ri ngs fo r vetera ns  and fam i l ies to refe rence "'$2,000; oth e r  outreach 
marketing/awa reness co l l atera l  deve lopment and p ri nt ing "'$6, 000; trave l  costs 
and meeting t ime  a cross the state as need be "'$6,000 

Tota l est imated cost "'100,000 



Pi lot Study for Tra umatic Bra in  I nju ries 2013 

I ncome 

ND legislature 

Expenses 
Pre-testing 

Speech Therapists (2) X 10  participants 

Physical therapist (2) X 10 particpants 

Posting-testing 

Speech Therapists (2) X 10 participants 

Physical therapist {2} X 10 particpants 

3-month testing 

Speech Therapists (2) X 10 participants 

Physical therapist {2} X 10  particpants 

Thera peutic i nterventions 

Physical therapist (1) X group (of 5} 3X/week X 10 weeks 

Occupational therapist {1) X group (of 5} 3X/week X 10  weeks 

iLs equipment $1,400/person X 5 

P lann ing and  development of study 

Physical therapist, occupational therapist, research coordinator {3) X 40 hours 

Advertis ing 

Letters (s} 

Flyers 

Mailings (2) 

Research Ana lysis of results X 80 hours X $ 100/hour 

Total  

$ 125/hr. 

$90/hr. 

$ 125/hr. 

$90/hr.  

$125/hr. 

$90/ h r. 

$75/ h r. 

$75/hr. 

$75/h r. 

$42,000 

$2,500 

$ 1,800 

$2,500 

$ 1,800 

$2,500 

$ 1,800 

$2,250 

$2,250 

$7,000 

$9,000 

$200 
$200 

$200 

$8,000 

$42,000 



What is "integrated" listening and how can it help? 
Integrated listening programs combine the therapeutic value of listening therapy with specific 
visual and balance activities. This combination trains the brain to process and manage multi
sensory input. It is fun, it feels good, and it should help those of any age to unlock their hidden 
physical and mental abilities. May people are unable to process sensory information in an 
efficient manner. These programs improve learning and life performance by helping to non:rlalize 
the way you process and integrate sensory infonnation. 

Who is the program suitable for? 
The program should benefit people of all ages who want to improve their concentration, 
cognitive skills ·such as movement/coordination, balance, activities of daily living, cognition, 
reading and writing, and visual and auditory processing. It is also very common for the program 
to improve processing speed, energy, self-confidence, mood, behavior and reduce anxiety and 
stress. While the vast majority of users benefit from its programs, ILs makes no claims of cures 
or guarantees of any kind. 

Can we really change brain function? 
Yes, the ability of the brain to change or adapt is called "neuroplasticity'' (also called 'brain 
plasticity, or brain malleability) . It is the brain's ability to recognize itself by fanning new neural 
connections throughout life. For example, if one hemisphere of the brain is damaged, the intact 
hemisphere may take over some of its functions. The brain compensates for damage in effect by 
reorganizing and fonning new connections between intact neurons. In order to reconnect, the 
neurons need to be stimulated through activity. The same is true for parts of the brain 
compensating for injury or disease. 

Is there an age limit to neuroplasticity? 
Neuroplasticity (also called brain plasticity, or brain malleability) is the brain's ability to 
reorganize itselfby fanning new neural connections, and it continues throughout life. For 
example, if one hemisphere of the brain is damaged, the intact hemisphere may take over some 
of its functions. The brain compensates for damage in effect by reorganizing and fanning new 
connections between intact neurons. In order to recom1ect, the neurons need to be stimulated 
through activity. The same is true for parts of the brain compensating for injury or disease. 

When can I expect to see benefits of the program? 
Benefits can begin to emerge as quickly as the first few weeks. However, the complete benefits 
of the program may take many months to become established. This is because the improvements 
in auditory processing are constrained by the very slow rate at which new neural pathways 
(dendritic branching) develop. It is likely you will see results related to your physical and mental 
abilities quite soon (within weeks or months) with performance results in school or workplace 
following soon hereafter. 



Why combine movement, listen�g, and vist;t�"i '
stiriiulati'oh? 

The three systems are vital to om: a1)jlify td'· leab:i� ,pa)f'attention, process �t:lformation, and 
coordinate movement As these syste1ns 'are so interrelated, "exercising1i't.hem simultaneously is 
a holistic approach which requires the brain to become better at integrating multi-sensory 
information. We are essentially re-training the brain to become more efficient and effective, and 
in the process strengthening neural connectiop;; to ;improve perfor;rp.ance. . . 

. -..' ·:· - .. : _ ;··:.r· · . . . ;··. 
- � ,  · -: � . . i� 

About. the m11.Sic '1 , . ' . ,, ,  ; ri • .. · . - . · · --.� ? / : · , ' 

Many;years. :of. clini'c<tl research ·comparing the effect�. ofdiffctent types of music, such as 
Classical,- African; Modern and Asian; have ·spdwn tp.at th� m�sfc.:of Mozart is among the most 
beneficial for both C�-lerthess and rdaxation. Mozart' s music· ,also has � universal appeal and has 
been accepted by people of all nations and backgrounds. In additional; we believe the. perfection 
of form and structure (confirmed by composers, conductors, musicians and mathematicians) in 
Mozart's composition play an integral role in helping brain organization. 

Generally Spleaking, the music choices are based 011 criteria established by ILs and tested through 
years of application, We have,personally selected m:P:sic -.much from Mozart's repertoire, _ 
especially his late _symphonies, the. violin concer:tL and number of serenades and divertimenti . . 
Because .of the high frequency content and dynamic range in mpch of Mozart's music� his 
compositions lend themselves well to the special processing for our purpos es ( esp. frequency 
filtration and gating) . 

ILs also. uses various .. selections from Vivaldi, Bach, Srauss, ap.d -Beethoven. We include a 
number of very rhythmic Strauss waltzes in the music selection and programs for their 
effec.ttveness in re�_onating with the body (created by the strong rhytlun of the "one, two three"), 
either as full sp�ctrum· or filtered to pre-determined band width. · 

. ,  , ·  ' 

The selected rtmsic.is  processed in our sound studio through. <l: highly. sophisticated audio 
software device and later through audio software using combinations ofparametric equalizers 
and filters (high-pass, low-pass and band-pass). Using a variety of filers allows ILs to create a 
library of music where certain frequencies are removed, while other frequencies are left in to . .  
enhance the listening and· perception of those frequencies. , 

! '  • '  

In addition, a con1plicated process of  "gating" i s  achieved by boosting low frequencies and 
cutting the high fi:equencies on one channel, while doing the opposite in a ·s econd channel, 
namely ctitting the low frequencies and boosting the high frequencies. A threshold is then set for . 
each setting for each piece of music to trigger the switching from one charmel to another, which 
is called gating (note: thi s is a different use of the tenn than that commonly used by audio 
engineers). : · 

· , 



NORTH DA KOTA VETERANS COORDINATING COUNCIL 

My name is John Jacobsen. I am a member of the Legis lative 

Committee of the North Dakota Veterans Coord i nat ing 

Counc i l .  The Coord i nati ng Counc i l  is made up of 1 5  members , 3 
from each of the f ive veterans' organ izations in  North Dakota. 

A merican Legion 

AM VETS 

D isab led A merican Veterans 

Veterans of Foreign Wars 

Vietnam Veterans of America 

It is the po l i cy of the Coo rd i nat ing Counc i l  to supp o rt 

legis lat ion that w i l l  benef it the welfare of the members of 

the A rmed Forces .  The committee M U S T  concur total ly ,  that 

is al l 15  members must agree on  the l egis lat ion to be 

supported or e lse it does not get the support. 

In th is case, I have been instructed to recom mend to th is  

legis lat ive committee that a " DO PA SS" on H B  1424 I S  
supported by the Veterans Coord i nati ng Counc i l .  I , � 

&Vt} :t;  
~ 



"Over 'l'2 the general population report having at least one traumatic event occur in their lifetime, 
with 5% of men and 1 0.4% of women developing PTSD." 

"Research has shown that yoga practices, including meditation, relaxation, and physical postures, 
can reduce autonomic sympathetic activation, muscle tension, and blood pressure, improve 
neuroendocrine and hormonal activity, decrease physical symptoms and emotional distress, and 
increase quality oflife." 

"After 8 weeks, the yoga participants showed improvements in all dimensions of PTSD, an 
increase in positive affect and decrease in negative affect, and an increase in their physical 
vitality and body atonement." 

"Yoga has been offered as a practice that helps one calm the mind and body." 
Emerson, D. ,  Sharma, R., Chaudhry, S . ,  & Turner, J.  (2009). Yoga therapy in practice. 
International Journal of Yoga Therapy, 19, 123 .  
"Yoga specifically encourages mindfulness, which fortifies the body- brain connection and 

helps soldiers rebuild their sense of control and safety after a traumatic experience." 

"While yoga is not a cure for PTSD in and of itself, it has already become an important part of 
the toolkit used to treat PTSD effectively and efficiently." 

Breene, S .  Why the military uses yoga to treat PTSD. Retrieved from 
http://greatist.com/military-uses-yoga-cure 
"The authors will summarize some noteworthy preliminary studies suggesting that continuous, 
deficit targeted, intensive training may confer neuroprotection and thereby, slow, stop or reverse 
the progression of the disease or promote neurorestoration through adaption of compromised 
signaling pathways." 

Hirsch, M.  A., & Farley, B. G. (2009). Exercise and neuroplasticity in persons living with 
parkinson' s  disease. European Journal of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine, 45, 235-29. 
"The results of the studies as well as the case reports demonstrate patients ' improvement in the 
domains of self-acceptance, anxiety, and depression. The results of the studies as well as the 
case reports define a sufficient basis for further music therapy work as they show a variety of 
psychosocial and emotional benefits for MS patients." 

Ostermann, T. & Schmid, W. (2006). Music therapy in the treatment of Multiple Sclerosis: a 
comprehensive literature review. PubMed, 6(4), 469-77. 
"In a study published last year in the Annals of the N ew York Academy of Sciences, a prominent 
PTSD expert found that a group of female patients who completed 8 hatha yoga classes 
significantly more improvement in symptoms including the frequency of intrusive thoughts and 
the severity of j angled nerves than a single group that had 8 sessions of group therapy. The 
study also reported that yoga can improve heart rate variability, a key indicator of a person' s  
ability to calm herself." 
Wills, D.K. (20 1 2). Healing life ' s  traumas, Yoga Journal. 

3 



"The evidence is growing that yoga practice is a relatively low-risk, high yield approach to 
improving overall health." 
(201 2) .  Yoga for anxiety and depression. Harvard Health Publications. 

"The earlier a participant initiates physical exercise after sustaining a mild TBI, the better the 
Stroop interference T -score, indicating a better ability to attend to competing stimuli. In addition, 
it appears that the type and duration of physical exercise are also contributed to this effect." 

Kreber, L. ,  Hernandez, T., Keatley, M.A., Le1mnon, J . ,  May, P. ,  Falconer, L. ,  Ward, S . ,  Salam, J . ,  
& MeiTiam, T.  Physical exercise after traumatic brain injury: Does the timing and type of 
exercise influence cognitive improvements? .  
"Existing research showed that inactivity has negative effects on everyone, but the effects appear 
to be worse for people with TBI than for other who have not had a brain injury. Studies also 
suggested that exercisers with TBI were less depressed and showed improved physical capacity 
compared to nonexercisers." 

(201 2) .  Aerobic exercise following TBI. Mount Sinai School of Medicine. 

"People with TBI who exercised had fewer physical, emotional, and cognitive complaints and 
symptoms, such as sleep problems, initability, forgetting, and being disorganized." 

Department of Rehabilitation Medicine. Aerobic exercise following TBI. TBI Consumer Report. 

"A recent study shows that massage therapy lessens the symptoms associated with migraine 
headaches, including pain and sleep disturbances; and increase serotonin." 

Touch Research Institute. "Massage Therapy Reduces Migraine Headaches ." Massage Magazine. 
October 1 999. 
"Healing gardens focus on life rather than illness and fulfills a human's need and desire for 
comfort when suffering. They have been shown to encourage positive thoughts, reduce hospital 
stays, increase physical activity, eliminate stress, and foster a sense of community." 

Detweiler, M., Detweiler, J., & Lane, S. The salem VA therapeutic garden project: explming the 
role of nature in psychiatric and medical disorders. 
"Gardens allow users the ability to facilitate stress reduction, find inner healing resources, come 
to tem1s with illness, provide areas ofhorticultural and recreational therapy, and relax." 

Kirk, P .A. & Parkins, M. (201 2) .  Necessity of restorative gardens for veterans and families. 
"The ACE study published in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine found that both the 
prevalence and risk increased for severe obesity, physical inactivity, depressed mood and suicide 
attempts as the number of childhood exposures to trauma increased." 

Mercola. (2008). Scientific proof that your childhood traumas are a major factor in all your 
illnesses. 
"T' ai chi has been tested in dozens of studies, and the findings suggest that it can help people 
with conditions ranging from hemi failure to osteoporosis to fibromyalgia. Now it seems that 
Parkinson' s  disease can be added to that list." 



"After six months, the patients who did t 'ai chi perfonned better on tests designed to measure 
balance and the ability to control movement than the patients in the other two groups." 

"T' ai chi would have special therapeutic value for people with the disease. T'  ai chi movements 
involve subtle shifts in weight, maintaining a relaxed but upright posture, and rotating the trunk, 
all of which can help with balance. Practicing controlled movement would seem to help the 
tremors and other extraneous movement." 

Tai chi helps Parkinson's patients with balance, movement. (201 2).  Harvard Health Letter, 3 7(6), 
3. 
''Nordic walking training, had a better posture and postural stability, showed less freezing, and 
were faster in alternating movements. NW was superior to walking and the flexibility and 
relaxation program in improving postural instability, gait pattern, stride length, and stride length 
variability."  

"As long as  the patients are cognitively intact and do not have marked postural instability, they 
are i1mnediately able to walk faster and with long steps . . .  Another positive effect was the 
reduction of pain, especially of musculoskeletal pain (in PD patients) ."  

"Patients participated in a 6-month study with 3 exercise sessions per week, each lasting 70 min. 
Assessment after completion of the training showed that pain was reduced in all groups, and 
balance and health-related quality of life were improved. Furthermore, walking, and Nordic 
walking improved stride length, gait variability, maximal walking speed, exercise capacity at 
submaximal level, and PD disease-specific disability on the UPDRS in addition. Nordic 
walking was superior to the flexibility and relaxation programme and walking in improving 
postural stability, stride length, gait pattern and gait variability." 

Reuter, I., Mehnert, S . ,  Leone, P.,  Kaps, M., Oechsner, M., & Engell1ardt, M .  (20 1 1 ). Effects of a 
flexibility and relaxation programme, walking, and nordic walking on Parkinson's disease. 
Journal Of Aging Research, 201 1232473 .  doi : 1 0.406 1 /20 1 1 /232473 

The first randomized controlled trial (RCT) of any intervention with war-traumatized 
children and the first RCT of a successful, comprehensive mind-body approach with any 
traumatized population 

Gordon, James S . ,  Staples, Julie K., Blyta, Afrim, Bytyqi, Murat and Wilson, Amy T. 
Treatment of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder in Postwar Kosovar Adolescents Using Mind
Body Skills Groups: A Randomized Controlled Trial. J oumal of Clinical Psychiatry, 2008 
Sep;69 (9) : 1 469-76. 

This study demonstrates that the Center's groundbreaking model can be used to produce highly 
significant and lasting changes in levels of posttraumatic sh·ess symptoms including 
flashbacks, nightmares, withdrawal and numbing in highly traumatized children, who lived in an 
area of Kosovo where in 1 999 90% of the homes were bumed and bombed and 20% of the 
children lost one or both parents . 



A study showing mind-body skills groups reduced symptoms of PTSD, depression and 
feelings of hopelessness in Palestinian children and adolescents 

Staples JK, Abdel Attai JA, Gordon JS .  Mind-body skills groups for posttraumatic stress 
disorder and depression symptoms in Palestinian children and adolescents in Gaza. 
International Journal o.fStress Managem.ent, Vol 1 8(3), Aug 201 1 , 246-262. doi : 
1 0 . 1  03 7/a002401 5 

· It is noteworthy that improvements were maintained at a 7 month follow-up despite ongoing 
economic hardship and confhct. 

Studies by Dr. Bessel van der Kolk, along with David Emerson and others, at The Trauma 
Center at Joint Research Institute, show that there are ways to not only bring yoga to those who 
have endured complex trauma, but that the results are quite incredible. Results of heart-rate 
variability, CAPS measurements and even fMRI brain scans show the dramatic improvement of 
those with PTSD after just ten 30- to 60-minute weekly yoga sessions. 

Bessell A van der Kolk, MD is Professor of Psychiatry at the Boston University School of 
Medicine; Medical Director at the Trauma Center at JRI; past president of the International 
Society for Traumatic Stress Studies; Director of the Complex Child Trauma Treatment 
Network; author of Psychological Trauma; editor of Traumatic Stress: The Effects of 
Overwhelming Experience on Mind, Body, and Society. 

*Added Febmary 22, 20 1 3  

"Nmih Dakota' s public mental health system provides services to only 29% o f  adults who live 
with serious mental illnesses in the state." 

National Institute of Mental Health. "Suicide in the U.S . :  Statistics and Prevention." 2009. 

Meditation practices have various health b enefits including the possibility of preserving 
cognition and prevention dementia. While the mechanisms remain investigational, studies show 
that meditation may affect multiple pathways that could play a role in brain aging and mental 
fitness." 

Xiong, G.L. & Doraiswamy, P.M. "Does meditation enhance cognition and brain plasticity?" 
Department of Psychology & Behavioral Sciences, University of California. 

"The primary outcome measure recorded pain using a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). A 
significant (p<0.0001 )  and clinically impmiant decrease in pain intensity was observed in both 
groups compared with baseline. Median VAS scores were reduced by 50% following treatment, 
and maintained for up to 1 2  weeks. Significant decreases were also observed for fatigue, 



depression, disability, spasm, and quality of life. In conclusion, precision reflexology was not 

superior to sham, however both treatments offer clinically significant improvements for MS 
symptoms via a possible placebo effect or stimulation of reflex point in the feet using non
specific massage." 

Hughes, C. M., Smyth, S. S . ,  & Lowe-Strong, A. S. (2009). Reflexology for the treatment of pain 
in people with multiple sclerosis: a double-blind randomised sham-controlled clinical trial. 
Multiple Sclerosis (1 3524585), 15( 1 1 ), 1 329- 1 33 8 .  doi : 1 0. 1 1 77/ 1 3 524585 093459 1 6  

"There was a significant improvement in family members' assessment of participant social 
interactions in the music therapy group relative to the control group. The staff rated participants 
in the music therapy group as more actively involved and cooperative in therapy than those in the 
control group. There was a trend suggesting that self-rating and family ratings of mood showed 
greater improvement in the music group than in the control group." 

Nayak, S., Wheeler, B .L. ,  Shiflett, S .C, and Agostinelli, S .  (2000) . Effect of  music therapy on 
mood and social interaction among individuals with acute traumatic brain injury and stroke. 

Rehabilitation Psychology, 45(3), 274-283 .  

"Singing is a motivating therapeutic medium for patients in neurorehabilitation. Singing 
exercises may bypass the .conscious thought processes involved in more cognitive, traditional 
speech therapy interventions often used in dysarthria rehabilitation. Clinicians may also expect 
greater fluency and enhanced spontaneity in speech production when using musical exercises." 

Tamplin, J .  and Grocke, D. (2008) .  A music therapy treatment protocol for acquired dysmihria 
rehabilitation. ProQuest Psychology Journals, 26(1), 23.  

"Apathy commonly occurs after acquired brain impainnent. It  is characterized by impaired 
initiative, diminished activity, and lack of concern." 

"This systematic review identifies and assesses the efficacy of non-phannacological treatments 
for apathy following four types of acquired brain impainnent (TBI, demetia, cerebrovascular 
accident, and encephalitis.)" 

"For those with severe impainnents, the strongest evidence suggested music therapy and for 
milder impairment, the strongest evidence was for cognitive rehabilitation." 

Lane-Brown, A.T m1d Tate, R.L. (2009). Apathy after acquired brain impainnent: a systematic 
review of non-pharmacological interventions. Psychology Press, 19(4), 48 1 -5 1 6 . 

"The results suggest that rhythmic stimulation (RAS) may be beneficial for improving gait 
velocity, cadence, stride length, and gait S)'lmnetry. Their results were based on two studies that 
received a low risk of bias score. There were insufficient data to exmnine the effect of music 
therapy on other outcomes." 



Bradt, J . ,  Magee, W.L., Dileo, C. ,  Wheeler, B.L. ,  & McGilloway, E. (201 0) .  Music therapy for 
acquired brain injury (review). The Cochrane Collaboration, 7. 

"Impmiant implication (from this study) might be that activities which promote relaxation and 
enjoyment should be included in the rehabilitation of  people with stress-related disorders since 
experiences from these activities seemed to facilitate occupational balance in everyday life." 

Eriksson, T . ,  Karlstrom, E.,  Jonsson, H., & Tham, K. (201 0).  An exploratory study of the 
rehabilitation process of people with stress-related disorders. Scandinavian Journal of 
Occupational Therapy, 1 7, 29-39. 

"TBI exercisers reported fewer symptoms, and their self-repotied health status was better than 
the non-exercising individuals with TBI." 

( 1 998) .  The benefits of exercise in individuals with traumatic brain injury: a retrospective study. 
J Head Trawna Rehabil, 13(4), 58-67 . 

"In the presence of a limb injury, patients who suffered a TBI had a 6 .4 greater tisk of 
psychiatric disorders at 1 year, and a 4-fold greater risk of depression in p atiicular, compared to 
patients without a limb injury." 

Gould, K.R. ,  Ponsford, J.L., Jolmston, L., & Schonberger, M. (201 1 ) . Predictive and associated 
factors of p sychiatric disorders after traumatic brain injury: a prospective study. Journal of 
Neurotrauma (1 1 0613150039035), DOl: 1 0 . 1 089/neu.201 0. 1 528 

"People with brain injury made significant gains in walking and running after patiicipation in a 
3-month high level exercise program. The program ran twice weekly and consisted of 
strengthening and agility exercises, pre-rum1ing and rutming drills in addition to a home gym or 
exercise· plan." 

Williams, G.P . and Morris, M.E. (2009). Brain Injury, 23(4), 307-3 1 2 . 

"The most importm1t thing to know about people who have experienced a brain injury is that 
each person is different (just as each was, ptior to the injury) ." 

Person-Centered Planning, Dr. Wayne A. Gordon 

"Survivors of a severe brain injury are likely to experience prolonged anxiety and depression, 
and are at high risk for loss of friendships and social support." 

Morton, M.V. and Wehman, P. ( 1 995). Psychology and emotional sequaelae of individuals with 
traumatic brain injury: a literature review and recommendations. Brain 111/ury, 9(1), 8 1 -92. 

"An estimated of medical and non-medical (e.g. home modifications, vocational rehabilitation, 
health insurance) per TBI survivor averages $ 1 5 1 ,5 87 ."  



Lewin-ICF. (1 992). The cost of disorders of the brain, Washington D.C, :  The national foundation 
for brain research [updated figures based on $44 billion in 1988  dollars as estimated by: W. Max, 
E.J. Mackenzie, & D.P. Rice (1 991 ) ,  Head injuries: cost and consequences. Journal of Head 
Trauma Rehabilitation, 6, 76-9 1 7. 



Brain Inj uries Remain Undiagnosed in 

Thousands of Soldiers 

by T. Christian Miller, ProPublica; and Daniel Zwerdling, NPR, June 7, 201 0, 8 p.m 

STARS\Of'STRIP�S. 
·' .- - ·  .J 

William Fraas during 
occupational therapy at 
Mentis N euro Rehabilitation 
Center in El Paso, Texas. 
Fraas survived several 
roadside blasts in Iraq, but 
suffered brain damage. 
(Blake Gordon/ Aurora · 
Photcis) 

WASHINGTON; D.CO:.-The military medical sys'tem is failiiigto diagnose brain injUries in 
troops who served in Iraq· and Afghahlstah, ·many of whom rece�ve little or no treatment for 
lingering health probrems; ·a:n mvestigation by Pro Publica and· NPR has found: . . 

. . 

S o-called mild traumatic brain injury has been called one of the wars' signature wounds. Shock 
waves from roadside bombs can ripple thiough soldiers' brains, causing damage that sometimes 
leaves no visible scars but may cause lasting mental and physical harm. 

· 

Officially, military figures say about 1 1 5 ,000 troops have suffered :inild traumatic brain injuries 
since the wars began. But top Army officials acknowledged in interviews that those statistics 
likely understate the true toll. Tens of thousands of troops with such wounds have gone 
uncounted, according to unpublished military research obtained by ProPublica and NPR. 

"When someone's missing a limb, you can see that, " said Sgt. William Fraas, a Bronze Star 
recipient who survived several roadside blasts in Iraq. He can no longer drive, or remember 
simple lists of jobs to do around the house. "When someone has a brain injury, you can't see it, 
but it's still serious . "  

In 2007, under enormous public pressure, military leaders pledged to fix problems in diagnosing 
and treating brain injuries. Yet despite the hundreds of millions of dollars pumped into the effort 
since then, critical parts of this promise remain unfulfilled. 

Over four months, we examined govemment records, previously undisclosed studies, and private 
conespondence between senior medical officials. We conducted interviews with scores of 
soldiers, experts and military leaders . 



Among our findings: .i• 

�;�:.!& : :.�_).: . ·, .  . . .  ·; (\: .;. 
• From the battlefield to the home front, the military'� doctors and screening systems 

routinely miss brain trauma in soldiers. One ·of 1fs;t��ts 'fait� to� cat ell' ad 1hany as 40 
percent of concussions, a recent unpublished study concluded. A s econd exam, on which 
the PeLJ.tag<:Jn has spent millions, :0.-elds results that top medical officials call about as 
reliable as a coin flip. . . . . 

• Even when military doctors diagnose head injuries, that information ·a:ften doesn'f'make it 
into soldiers' permanent medical files. Handheld medical devices desighed to transmit 
data have failed in the ali.�t�te terrain of the war Z.QP:��<.:Papeq:�co:J:"d�, ftg).n Iraq and · 

Afghanistan have been 18�J��burned or ... abandon.�4;f�' ·{�.��9pu�e§:i·· tfffi<?lals .say, whyn no 
one knew .where to ship them. ·· . " }��g;' , 1}:;:;,�, : · ::�<<,, · .

. . . . .
. 

· . 

• Wit���t ci:1�gnq,sis �d offjciai ·:docrunentatio�;t��t , , ,  ... ,
·
,. 

. H��� w.ot,rids' have had to 
. • • . 1!.' , , • .  r , , · . . : ' k·r· ·-... fd�r1· ··1' ·· '·;o,�1 . ; �

· 
•. ; r� � · ( · ·. � · . battle for appropliate ,treatn)eht. Some received:: · ·� .··: .. ,,., ·\1 , . . \ �gs iiis�ead of 

rehabilitative therapy that could help.retrain�th · . ;-:,@thef$f:s1iiy they. have received 
no treatment at all, or have beepJifci#��a·;��,"fri'�rp .. �, •.. : ' .r�Jr· ·i · , .. ,, · · 

. •  ;w •• dn::t��:;l�;·�f';:�t�· -;�rJ.�.\ . 1 .• :. ;;L,f:·.· :r ,_,_, " 

In the ciyilian worlq, th�ri:<is grow· /uF;]i��;�h�.i· '�A����L . ·� ' . . . :.J ·. , .... @�':;;· ;��t'�igr1�Rh�;;,h,e.�4 trauma: . 

Athletes and. car accid.�nt viqtims·. � , . .. . it�l�\�est��N'� ' ''}ahi,71' i:i:fli1d'are re{trihed from 
activities that couid result in ':furt:h�i: '��:, :t&<fu'6i.h��& _ .. · · · ·;��4J§'.¥d�l\''r": ;:(. ' " !.£k · --.:�'il> . _,,_:·: ·  

But the military continues to overfo,Ok similarly wou11ded soldie�s;, a reflection of ambivalence 
, . • .. • I '  , · ,J' ' :� w q • , .) • ' ·· • ·- •• • . . , ·• • ' '  ·• · 

about these wounds at the highes.t levels, ouuepo�ing shows. S�n!'le �enior Army medical 
officers remain skep�i�CJ,J,tha� mil�::tuaUfi1atic braiii.-i.lljulies are r.e'spon�ibie for soldiers' troubles 
with memory, concentration and mental focus . 

' ·  . , J  . :._ _ . . . 

Civilian research shows that an estimateq 5 percent to 1 5  percent of people with mild trarunatic 
.· • • I • ' . 1 } • . - • • •  : . '  • . l J · . I : , \ .... ·- • .  . .  · · : ·- , ·  • ' ' 

brain injury have persistent difficulty with such cognitive problems. . . . I • , • '  , , I , 

"It's o,l;)Vious that w.e are significantly underestimating and underreporting the true burden of 
traumatic .��ain)njyry, " said :rvta{,' �ern�l}��n N evil:1., aJ;J, /Y}J,W �pi�emi olo_gist � h9. :s'erved in 
Afghanistan and P.�,�; yYf?rked to i�11,P,royp documenta�i,on,pf:TB,Is and other pr!'lil!-; injuri,e,s, . . "This is 
an issue which is. ca:using real i1ann., And the senior levels ,of leader�hip that s.hould be 
responsible for tl1is l.'ssue either doD:it ��e, 'can't underst;md the probiem due t� l�ck of 
experience, or are so disengaged that they haven't fixed it. " - . _ , .  ·- · . ; .

. 

When Lt. Gen. Eric Scl-ioomaker, the1Anny's most :senior 1�·�dical officer, leameq that 1-{PR and 
ProPublica were asking q�estions about the military's handllng of tra{n1�atic brain i��es, he 

' . ' 

initially instructed local medical conunanders not to speak to us . 

"We.have son:le obvious vulnerabilities here as we .have worked to better understand the nature 
.' I I ' ' I • I.-� • \ • ., • •' ' I - .• . . ' ' I ' ' . • • ' 

of our soldiers' injuries and to manage them in a standardized fashion, " he wrote in an e-mail . 
J .  ' .. • t •  • •  • ' :  I 

sent to bases across the coru1try. "I do not want any more interviews at a local level. " 

When confronted with the fu}dings later, however, he ackno�'iedg�d sho1tcomings �n.the 
military's diagnosing and docuinenting of head trau�nas. 

· ·  · · ·· · ·· 



"We still have a big problem and I readily admit it," said S choomaker, the Anny's surgeon 
general. "That is a black hole of information that we need to have closed. " 

Brig. Gen. Loree Sutton, who oversees brain injury issues for the Pentagon, said the military had 
made great strides in improving attitudes towards the detection and treatment of traumatic brain 
llljury. 

The military is considering implementing a new policy to mandate the temporary removal from 
the battlefield of soldiers exposed to nearby blasts. Later this year; the Pentagon expects to open 
a cutting-edge center for brain and psychological injuries, which will treat about 500 soldiers 
annually. 

"This j ourney of cultural transformation, it is a journey not for the faint of heart, " Sutton said. 
"At th� end of our journeys, at the end of our travels, what wJ must .ensure · is,  we must ensure 
that we have consistent standards of excellence across the b�ard. Are we there yet? Of course 
we're not there yet. " 

Soldiers like Michelle Dyarman wonder what's taking so long. Dyannan, a former major in the 
Army reserves, was involved in two roadside bomb attacks and a Humvee accident in Iraq in 
200� • 

· :  .· 

Today; the former dean's -list student struggles to read a neWspaper article. She has pounding 
headaches. She has trouble remembering the address of the farmhouse where she grew up ill the 
hills of central Pennsylvania. 

For years, Dyannan fought with Anny doctors who did not believe that she was suffering lasting 
effects from the blows to her head. Instead, they diagnosed her with an array of maladies from a 
headache syndrome to a mood disorder. 

"One of the first things you learn as a soldier is that you never leave a man behind," said 
Dyarman, 45 . "I was left behind. " 

In 2008,  after Dyannan retired from the Anny, Veterans Affairs doctors linked her cognitive 
problems to her head traumas. 

Dyannan has returned to her civilian job inspecting radiological devices for the state, but 
colleagues say she turns in reports with lots of blanks; they cover for her. 

Dyannan's 67-year-old father, John, looks after her at home, balancing her checkbook, 
reminding her to turn the oven on before cooking. The joyful, bright child he raised, the first in 
the family to attend college, is gone, forever gone. 

"It hurts me, too," he said, growing upset as he spoke. "That's my daughter sitting there, all 
screwed up. She's not the kid she was."  

Walkie Talkies 



Better ann or and battlefield med.icine mean troops sur;yive explosions that W01J-ld have killed an 
earlier generation: But blast wav:es from roadside bombs, insurgents'most common weapon, can 
still damage the brain. 

The shock wa;ves can p�§s _through helmets, skulls and through the brain, damaging its cells and 
. circuits in ways that are still not fully understood. Secondary trauma can follow, such as sending 

a soldier tumbling inside a vehicle or hurling into a wall, shaking the brain against the skull . 
. :· r . t• , 

Not all } Jrain ipjuri��. qre alike; poctors classify them as moderate, or severe if patients are 
knocked unconscious for mo1ie· than 3 0 minutes. The signs of trauma are obvious in these cases 
and medical scanning devices, like MRis, can detect internal damage. 

Click to see how war blasts damage the brain. CAl 
Granberg for ProPublica) 

But the most co1m11on head injuries in Iraq and 
Afghanistan are so-called mild traumatic brain injmies. 
These are harder to detect. Scanning devices available 
on the battlefield typically don't show any damage. 

Recent stug.ies suggest that bt;eakdowns occur .at the cellular level, with cell walls deteriorating 
and ilnpedi1�g normal. chemi.c.al re.actions. , , 

Doctors debate how best to categorize and describe such injmies. Some say the term mild 
traum_atic brain injury best describes what happens to the brain . .  Others prefer to use concussion, 
insisting the word carries less stigma than br.ain injury. 

Whatever the description, most soldiers recover fully within weeks, military studies show. 
Headaches fade, mental fogs clear :and they are back on the battlefield. 

For a minority, however, mental and physical problems can persist for months or years . Nobody 
is sure how many soldiers who suffer mild traumatic brain injury will have long-tenn 
repercussions. Researchers call the 5 percent to 1 5  percent of civilians who endure persistent 
symptoms the "miserable minority. " 

A study published last year in the·Joumal of Head Trauma Rehabilitation found .that, ofthe 900 
soldiers in one battle-hardened Army brigade wbo suffered brain injuries, most of them mild, 
almost 40 percent r�pmied having at least one symptom weeks or months l ater. 

The long-tenn effects of mild traumatic brain injuries can be devastating, belying their name. 
Soldiers can endure a range of symptoms, from headaches, dizziness and vertigo to problems 
with memory and reasoning. Soldiers in the field may react more slowly. Once they go home, 
some commanders who led units across battlefields can no longer drive a car down the street. 
They can't understand a paragraph they have just read, or comprehend their children's homework. 
Fundamentally, they tell spouses and loved ones, they no longer think straight. 



Such soldiers are sometimes called "walkie talkies" -- unlike comrades with missing limbs or 
severe head wounds, they can walk and talk. But the cognitive impainnents they face can be 
severe. 

"These are people who go on to live" with "a lifelong chronic disability, " said Keith Cicerone, a 
leading researcher in the field. "It is going to be terrifically disruptive to their functioning." 

An increasing number of brain-injury specialists say the best way to treat patients with lasting 
symptoms is to get them into cognitive rehabilitation therapy as soon as possible. That was the 
consensus recommendation of 50 civilian and military experts gathered by the Pentagon in 2009 
to discuss how to treat soldiers. 

Such therapy can retrain the brain to compensate for deficits in memory, decision-making and 
multitasking. 

A soldier whose injuries are not diagnosed or documented misses out on the chance to get this 
level of care -- and the hope for recovery it offers, say veterans advocates, soldiers and their 
families . . 

"Talk is cheap.  It is easy to say we honor our servicemen, " said Cicerone, who has helped the 
militar)r develop recommendations for appropriate treatments for soldiers with brain injuries. "I  
doriit think the services that we are giving to those servicemen honors those servicemen. " 

Missing Records 

The military's handling of traumatic brain injuries has drawn heated criticism before. 

ABC News reporter Bob Woodruff i s  carried on a 
stretcher fi:om a bus to a medical evacuation plane at 
Ramstein airbase, southern Gennany, on Jan. 3 1 ,  2006. 
(Michael Probst/ AP Photo) 

ABC News repmter Bob Woodruff chronicled the 
difficulties soldiers faced in getting treatment for head 

traumas after recovering from ·one himself, suffered in a 2006 roadside bombing in Iraq. The 
following year, a Washington Post series about substandard conditions at Walter Reed Anny 
Medical Hospital described the plight of several soldiers with brain injuries . 

Members of Congress responded by dedicating more than $ 1 . 7 billion to research and treatment 
of traumatic brain injury and post-traumatic stress, a psychological disorder common among 
soldiers returning from war. They passed a law requiring the military to test soldiers' cognitive 
functions before and after deployment so brain injuries wouldn't go undetected. 



But leaders' zeal to improve care quickly encountered a·ho.st of obstacles. There was no 
agreement :within the military on how to diagnose concussions, or even a standardized way to 
code such incidents on soldiers' medical records. 

Good intentions banged up against the militaJ:Y'S ·gung ho culture. To remain with comrades, 
soldiers often shake off blasts and ignore symptoms. Comm.an.ders sometimes ignore them, too, 
under pressure to keep soldiers in the field. Medics, overwhelmed with treating life-threatening 
injuries, rp_ay;lack the time .or trat.ning to recogniz� .a concussion . 

. : ·· · , ,  · . ;_. 

The NP,R .an(i_P,roPublica investigation; however; ,indicates that the military did little to overcome 
those battlefield hurdles. They waited for soldiers to seek medical attention, rather than actively 
seeking to evaluate those in blasts. 

The military also has repeatedly bungled efforts to improve documentation of brain injruies, the 
investigation found. 

Several senior medical officers said soldiers! paper records were often lost or destroyed, 
especially early in the wars. Some were archived in storage containers, then abandoned as 
medical units rotated out of the war zones. 

Lt. Col. Mike Russell, the An11y's senior neuropsychologist, said fellow medical officers told 
him stories ofbuming soldiers' records rather than l eaving them in Iraq where anyone might find 
them. 

"The reality is that for the first several years in Iraq everything was bumed. If you were trying to 
dispose of something, you took it out and you put it: in a bum pan and you bumed it, " said 
Russell, who served two tours in Iraq. "That's how things were done." 

• \ 
' 

·� 
• ' .'· .. ,(o'• 

To improve recordkeeping, medics began using pricey ha.ndh.�id'�qe��g�s;�to' ·tt·ac�)njluies . ·  

electronically. But they often broke or were unable to connect''Witil\ft'he n1ii:ifar:Y'� stdteside · ..  

databases because of a lack ofadeq11ate Internet bandwidth, s.aid })t�yi;q;,; ili� An11�:�l:�: :; . i.> 
epidemiologist . :� ;;: ;; ' ./'t·,'�:;:�) .. · " : ·. i<•?:: . • ·:':;,•' . ·· . .  . . 

. . . . .. ..,.;· . : ');;;;£j,�;�:;�:J;i."; . . ''·.,0.�\0 . . . t . ., ,,! • 

"These systems simply were not designed for war the way w� 'f.i�!i�§H�l��;���4.y::: . . ;.:r:r, · . · 
. 

. 

· · -,� >x�:"1�r >��,: :·_.;::.-_. .. ;\;.� ·- . · -:.:' · .- · ;·· .. -· 
In 2007, Nevin began to wam higher-ups that infonnation wcis:.b'ei�g lditf :Hi� cb'I1cer.ii�1l«,ei·e 
ignored, he said. While commrulications have improved in Iraq, Afghariistan ·remains a concem. 

That same year, clinicians interviewed soldiers about whether they had suffered concussions for 
an unpublished Army analysis, which was reviewed by NPR and ProPublica. They found that the 
military files showed no record of concussions in more than 7 5 percent of soldiers who reported 
such injuries to the clinicians. 

. ' 

Nevin said that without documentation of wounds, soldiers could have trouble obtaining 
treatment, even when they report they can't think, or read, or comprehend instructions nonnally 
anymore. 



Doctors might say, "there's no evidence you were in a blast, " Nevin said. " I  don't see it in your 
medical records. So stop complaining. "  

Problems documenting brain injuries continue. 

Russell said that during a tour of Iraq last year, he examined five soldiers the day after they were 
injured in a January 2009 rocket attack. The medical staff had iwted shrap�!l;,�fip1�¥�:; ;p-qt · · · 

. 

Russell said they failed to diagnose the soldiers' concussions. : '' ' : · " 
·. )i. ·r : , � :,:'·." ·;;;.�, 'i 

· 
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The symptoms were "classic, " Russell said. The soldiers had "dazed:f.: .exp���;s1��s, aiid '�ere slow 
to respond to questions. ,,·.· ., ,, '' . ,X:. : ··, . , > :.. ;: -�-<v�; -; 
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"I found out several ofthe±n ·�ad significant gaps in
_ 
their me111?9'·''_ R��s�n·,�;,�;;;:Ht�¥��i:� ste.� 

how long .th�y were unconscwus for, but the last thing they r�me�b�r 1s tf:teY�'?1��-e'pl'1�g"Yldeo 
games. The next thing they remember, they aie ·outside the trruler': 'i''' ·· · · ··· · 

· :•Jil;. 'i!:!"· .· . ••. , . . .  •· · · 

Another doctor told NPR and Pro Publica of finding .soldiers with undocuniented mild traumatic 
brain injuries in Afghanistan as recently as February 201 0  . . ·· 

'!.Ws still happenirlg, there's no doubt; '' said the military doctor, who did not want to be named for 
fear ofretribution , .. · .� ; ,  : ·  ·: . , , . , ,  
Screened Out 

--;·, . · · ·  
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After the Walter Reed scandal, the military instituted a series of screens to better identify service 
members with brain injuries. Soldiers take an exam before deploying to a war zone, another after 
a possible concussion in theater, and a third after returning home . 

. . / '  

But each of  these screens has proved to have critical -fl aws. 

The military uses an exam called the Automated Neuropsychological Assessment Mehics, or 
ANAM, to establish a baseline for soldiers' cognitive abilities. The ANAM is composed of 29 
separate tests that measure reaction times and reasoning capabilities , But the military, looking to . 
su·eamline tl1e process, decided to use only six of those tests. 

Doubts immediately arose about tl1e exam, which had never been scientifically validated. 
Schoomaker, the Army surgeon general, recently told Congress that the ANAM was "fraught 
with problems" and that "as a screening tool," it was "basically a coin flip. "  

Military clinicians have administered the exam to more than 580,000 soldiers, costing the 
military millions of dollars per year, but have accessed the results for diagnostic purposes only 
about 1 ,500 tunes. · 

Rep. Bill Pascrell Jr., D-N.J . ,  who has led efforts to improve the treahnent and study ofbrain 
injuries, accused the military of ignoring the Congressional directive. 



"We .ar�e not doing servke to ·OUr. bravest," Pascrell said. "There needs to be a sense of urgency '.cin 
this issue. We are not doing justi ce. " · · ,. 

Once in theater, soldiers are supposed to take the Military Acute Concussion Evaluation, .or 
MACE, to check for cognitive problems after blasts or other blows to the head. 

· '  

· . S gt. Victor Medina uses the hand cycle during his 

• ,.• \ '  

: ,  occupational therapy. session. (Blake Gordon/Aurora: ,  : .  
Photos) · • ·  

·. But i n  interviews, soldiers said ·they frequently garned the 
test, memorizing answers beforehand or getting tips from 

: , . , the medics who administer it. 

Justlast ·sum.rher, Sgt: Victor Medina was leading a convoy1in southern Iniq when a roadside· ,, 
bomb exploded. He was knocked unconscious for 20 minutes. · · ·: . .  · . '• : :  

Afterwar:ds, Medina had:trouble. following what other soldiers were·sayin.g. He b egan sluiring his 
words. But he said the medic helped him to pass his MACE test, repeating questions until he 
answered them conectly. 

"I wanted to be back with my soldiers, " he said. "I didn't argue about it. " .  
-� '. ' I -

S enior military officials saiGl :problems withthe MACE were common knowledge. 
' . . .. , ; .. . : ):· .. ' . , . ' ,.._t -

. ' �  ·' ; . 

"There's considerable evidence that people were being coached or just practicing, " said Russell, 
the senior neuropsychologist. "They don't wan.t to be sidelined for a concussion. They don't want· 
to be taken out of play. " 

. , ; : , J i f •• ' ; I � 

If cases of brain .trauma .get past the.battlefield scre�n� atru[d test -- the pGst;;;deployment health 
assessment, or PDHA -:-'- is supposed to catch them when soldiers retum home: · · : · 

. · . i . . � ' -�.: : ,' .' ' 

But a recent study, as yet unpublished, shows this safety net may be failing, too. 
! , · ' 

When :soldiers at Fort Ca:rsoii, Colo.,  wer:e given a mor.e th0rougl1 exam 'bolstered .. b'y clinical. ·· · 
interviews, researchers found that as many as 40 percent of them had mild traumatic braih 
injmies that the PDHA had missed. 

� ·· , · : :  · I  

In a 2007 e-mai.J., a senior nl.ilitary official bluntly acknowledged the shmtcomings of PDHA 
exams, desc1ibing them as "coarse, high-level screening tools that are often applied ·in a· 
suboptimal assembly line manner with little privacy" m1d "huge time constraints . "  

, ; ·  ·. ,  

Col. Heidi Terrio, who canied out the Fort Carson study, said the military's screens must be 
improved. 



"It's our belief that we need to document everyone who sustained a concussion," she said. "It's 
for the benefit of the Anny and the benefit of the family and the soldier to get treatment right 
away. " 

Gen. Peter Chiarelli, the Army's second in command, acknowledged that the military has not 
made the progress it promised in diagnosing brain injuries. 

· 

"I have frustration about where we are on this particular problem," Chiarelli said. 

Fundamentally, he said, soldiers, military officers and the public needed to take concussions 
seriously. .
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"We've got to ' change the culture of the Army. We've got to change the culture of sodet.Y, " h,e 
said, adding later, "We don't want to recognize things we can;t -see�': .,,. 
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Skeptics 
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The shift Chiarelli envisions may be impossible without bJV�in rrdi£·��mofililfit�-in��i6al 
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officials, some of whom are skeptical about the long-term harin ��u�etl b"Y hiildlraUinatic brain 
mJunes. 

One of Schoomaker's chief scientific advisors, retired Army psychiatrist Charles Hoge, has been 
openly critical of those who are predisposed to attribute sympt'oms like memory loss and 
concentration problems to mild traumatic brain injury. ' . ·· 

In 2009, he wrote a opinion piece in the New England Journal of Medicine that said the "illusory 
demands of mild TBI" might wind up hobbling the military with high costs for unnecessary 
treatment. Recently, Hoge questioned the importance of even identifying mild traumatic brain 
injury accurately. 

"What's the harm: in missing the diagnosis ofmTBI?" he wrote to a colleague in an April 201 0  e
mail obtained by NPR and ProPublica. He said doctors could treat patients' symptoms regardless 
of their underlying cause. 

In an interview, Hoge said, " I've been concerned about the potential for misdiagnosis, that 
symptoms are being attributed to mild traumatic brain injury when in fact they're caused by 
other" conditions. He noted that a study he conducted, published in the New England Journal of 
Medicine, "found that PTSD really was the driver of symptoms. That doesn't mean that mTBI 
isn't impmtant. It is important. It's very important. "  

Other experts called Hoge's posture toward mild TBI troubling. 

To be sure, brain injuries and PTSD sometimes share common symptoms and co-exist in 
soldiers, brought on by the same terrifying events . But treatments for the conditions differ, they 
said. A typical PTSD program, for instance, doesn't provide cognitive rehabilitation therapy or 



treat ' balance issues. Sleep medication .given to someone with nighhnares associated with PTSD 
might lea�e a brain-injured patient overly sedated, without having a therapeutic effeyt. 

''I'm always concemed about people trivializing and minimizing concussion, " said James Keily, a 
leading researcher whp nov,r heads a yutting-edge J?,entagon treatment center for. traumatic brain 
injury. "You still have to get the diagnosis ;ri.ght. It does 111atter. If we lump everything ·together, 
we're going to miss the opportunity to treat people properly. " 

( , ' . ' .. ' ; ·�' . 

* * *  

The letters and medical documents Michelle Dyannan 
. has collected over the past five years as she fought to be 

diagnosed and treated for her traumatic brain injmy. 
(David Gilkey/NPR) 

At her; family fann outside Hanover, Pa., Michelle 
Dyarman has a large box overflowing with medical 

. They are the record of her fight over the past five years to 
get diagnosis and treatment for her traumatic brain injmy. 

. 1 · 
After her l�st roadside 'blast in Baghdad, which Iqlled two colleagues, Dyarman wound up at 
Walter Reed for treahnent of post-traumatic sh·ess. 

Over the course of two CI.t+d a half years, she received drugs for depression and nightmares. She 
got physical. th�rapy for. injun,ies to her back and neck. A rehabilitation specialist gave her a 
computer program to help improve her memory. 

But it wasn't until she began talking with fellow patients that she heard the tenn mild traumatic 
brain. injury., As sh� be,gan to research, her symptoms, she asked a neurologist w,lwther the blasts 
might h(:lye darnage_Q her brqin. 

Records show the nemologist dismissed the notion that Dyannan's "minor head concussions" 
were the source of her troubles, and said her symptoms were "likely substantially attributable" to 
PTSD and rnigraine headaches. ·  

"It was disappointing," . she said. " It felt like nobody cared. "  

When she was later given a diagnosis o f  traumatic brain injmy b y  Veterans Affairs doctors, she 
said she felt vindicated, yet cheated all at onGe. 

"I always put the military first, even before my family and friends. Now looking back, I wonder 
if i did the right thing," she said. "I served my country. Now what's my country doing for me?'.' 



From The New York Times 9/26/12 

For Veterans, a Surge of New Treatments for 

Trauma 

Suicide i s  now the leading cause o f  death i n  the anny. More soldiers die b y  suicide than in 
combat or vehicle accidents, and rates are rising: July, with 3 8  suicides among active duty and 
reserve soldiers, was the worst month since the An11y began counting. General Lloyd Austin III, 
the anny's second in cmmnand, called suicide "the worst enemy I have faced in my 3 7  years in 
the anny." This Thursday, the Am1y is calling a "Suicide Stand-Down." All units will devote the 
day to suicide prevention. 

There are many reasons a soldier will take his own life, but one major factor is post-traumatic 
stress.  

Anyone who undergoes trauma can expe1ience post-traumatic stress disorder - victims of rape 
and other crimes, family violence, a car accident. It is epidemic, however, among soldiers, 



especially those who see combat. People with PTSD re-experience their trauma over and over, 
with nightmares or flashbacks. They are hyperaroused: the slam of a car door at home can 
suddenly send their minds back to Iraq. And they limit their lives by avoiding things that can 
bring on the anxiety - driving, for instance, or being in a crowd. 

PTSD has affected soldiers since war began, but the Vietnam War was the first in which the 
Ametican military started to see it as a brain injury rather than a sign of cowardice or shirking. A 
study of Vietnam vets 20 years after the conflict found that a quarter of vets who served in 
Vietnam still had full or partial PTSD. 

America's cunent wars may create even more suffering for those who fought them. In the 
Afghanistan and Iraq conflicts soldiers have been retumed to these wars again and again, and 
th face a · sed ·ve devices or I .E.D . ' s - which cause 

When we think about treating PTSD, we usually picture a 
The two treatments in widest use are, in fact, just that: 
patients learn to think about their experiences in a different way, and in 
which the therapist guides the patient tru:ough re-experiencing his trauma again and again, to 
teach the brain to process it differently. 

Today, the military is fighting that stigma. The V.A. is trying to integrate mental health care into 
primary health care; soldiers are now routinely screened for issues like PTSD, depression or 
substance abuse. A public awareness campaign called AboutFace features dozens of vets talking 
about their PTSD and how they got better - the point is: they are people just like you. A new 
program called Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness builds in resilience training for all 
soldiers at every phase - pre-deployment, in theater, upon retum. It seeks to make regular 
mental health exercises as routine for soldiers as physical training. 



According to a recent report by the National Academy of Sciences ' Institute of Medicine, since 
2005, the Pentagon and the V.A. have greatly increased funding for PTSD research. The V.A. 
has added 7,500 full-time mental health staff members and trained 6,600 clinicians to do 
cognitive processing and prolonged exposure therapies. Starting in 2008, all large V.A. clinics 
were required to have mental health providers onsite. The V.A. also added more centers that 
offer free, confidential counseling. Mobile centers bring counselors (themselves combat vets) to 
rural areas where other counseling is scarce. 

But some 2.4 million soldiers have been through Iraq and Afghanistan. The 
RAND Corporation's Center for Military Health Policy Research did a telephone survey of vets 
from these conflicts and found that one-third were currently affected by PTSD or 

· 

to a traumatic brain · · - and about 5 had all three. 

In January, a young man with the nickname 
of Trin (he asked that his real name not be published) sat down in a small, drab, room at a 
Veterans Affairs clinic in New Orleans with nine other men. All were veterans - of Iraq, 
Afghanistan, Operation Desert Storm or Vietnam; Trin had served in Iraq. All had PTSD. The 
men took chairs facing each other around tables pushed into a square, along with two women, 
who were running the group. 

The facilitators asked everyone to do three drawings: of how they felt, where they were and 
where they wanted to be. Trin drew himself with no facial features. The next week, the 
facilitators put on some music and everyone stood up, faced a wall, and bounced to it. At other 
sessions they took large sheets of paper and colored in their family trees, with different colors for 
divorces, early deaths, conflicted relationships. And at almost every meeting over 1 0  weeks, they 
practiced conscious breathing and mindfulness. 

"When they asked us to draw and color, people were rolling their eyes," Trin said. "We had 
older gentlemen, and some people might have thought this is kind of soft - not my lane. " 

Trin was anxious, cold and short-tempered. He was drinking a lot. Before sta.Iiing tllis group, 
Trin had tried individual therapy, with no success. "My psychiatrist would ask a question a.I1d I 
would answer it," he said. "It was like talking to a wall. He didn't understand what I had gone 
through." He gave Trin a prescription for an anti-anxiety dmg, which helped a little. 

When Trin heard about the group, he quickly volunteered. By session five - the midpoint - he 
was sure it was helping. His sleep improved. The breathing exercises were things he could use to 
calm down. And having the group itself helped - men who had b een through what he had gone 
through. On the last day, the group passed around stones - one for each p articipant. When your 



stone was passed around, each group member had to say something nice about you. "We put all 
that energy and kindness into each stone," said Trin. He carries his in his pocket. 

There is even a group in the Puget Sound V.A. Hospital in Seattle that treats 
PTSD - including among Navy Seals - using tl1e Buddhist practice of "loving kindness 
meditation." ("We had a little bit of debate about changing the name," said Dr. David Kearney, 
who led the group. "But we decided to keep it, and it worked out just fine.") 

One of the most promising techniques is mindfulness, inspired by Buddhist teaching, which 
emphasizes awareness of the present moment in order to choose how to respond to thoughts, 
feelings and events. Dr. Amishi Jha at the University of Miami is working with the military to 
develop mindfulness-based training for soldiers before they deploy, and Dr. Keamey has done a 
very small study of the effect of mindfulness on PTSD. 

Trin ' s  group in New Orleans is part of the first randomized controlled trial measuring the 
program's  effect on PTSD among U.S .  veterans. Researchers are still measuring whether the 
results lasted two months after the last session, but Dr. James S. Gordon, the founder and director 
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If those results hold up, then mind-body medicine is a potentially valuable addition to the V.A. ' s  
limited menu of  widely used therapies. It is built for large scale: psychotherapists are welcome 
but not necessary. Some of the groups are run by lay people; in Kosovo, high school teachers ran 
the groups. In Gaza, Center staff have trained 420 group leaders and worked with 50,000 people. 
Gordon said the center is currently capable of giving 1 0-day training and support for 1 500 group 
leaders a year. 
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talk about their past trauma if they wish, but there is no pressure to do so. I nstead, the groups are 
centered on the present, helping members to learn practical skills they can employ immediately. 
The facilitator does not sit in judgment - she's a participant in the group, sharing skills she 
might use herself for better sleep or stress reduction. after · 

with the stress of to civilian life . . 

Despite the vast increase in research money, studies of these skills groups have been small and 
isolated. Only randomized controlled trials are persuasive enough to get Washington to adopt a 
therapy on a wider scale, but these are too few and too slow, and starting new ones now would 
take years. It is time to take the most promising ideas and try them with thousands of 

a few dozen - and if to them further. That is not cautious. 




